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Abstract
Racial prejudice is a rigid and unfair generalization and assessment which
is done by certain people toward the other people without knowing clearly about
them. This research is a qualitative study applying the content analysis method.
The object of this study is Harper Lee’s To Kill A Mockingbird. The data collected
are words, phrases, clauses and sentences related to racial prejudice found in the
novel. The data analysis was conducted by classifying and categorizing the data to
find the inferences. In achieving the reliability, the researcher read and reread the
novel carefully and comprehensively, and then recorded the data into a systematic
framework based on the theory. The triangulation method was applied to gain the
trustworthiness of the data by consulting her findings with her consultants and
friends.
The result of this study shows four important points. They are racial
prejudice in the novel, the causes of the racial prejudice, the impacts of the racial
prejudice, and racial prejudices in the novel reflecting the real condition of racial
prejudice in Alabama. First, there are some racial prejudices which are done by
many Maycomb people against families with different habit and against black
people. Second, the causes of the racial prejudice are divided into two categories.
Those are differences in custom and differences in race. Third, the impacts of the
racial prejudice are discrimination, segregation, and oppression in society. The
last result is the reflection of racial prejudice in the novel toward racial prejudice
in the real condition in Alabama.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
According to Collin (1970:251), prejudice is an intergroup
phenomenon; a group is the basic target of prejudice and individuals are hated
or despised because of their membership in that group. Although any groups
can become the object of prejudice, racial, ethnic, and minority groups are
most often victimized. Thus we shall here often use the terms “Racial
Prejudice.”
Racial prejudice is attitudes or beliefs concerning any minority
racial, ethnic or national group that are disadvantageous to the members of
that group. As written in Encyclopedia Americana (2004: 545), racial
prejudice is a negative attitude toward a group of people who have some
characteristic in common that is not shared by all people.
Racial prejudice is expressed in attitude showing dislike or distrust
of certain racial group or people that is based on fear or false information
rather on reason or experience. Racial prejudice is a crucial problem in the
early twenty centuries. It happened in America as a multicultural country but
also around the world. Thus, the United Nations makes a declaration to
handle the problem of race and racial prejudice to bring peace on earth.
2As a social issue, racial prejudice has a correlation with literature.
Because literature is a kind of a documented social product and it takes place
in the society, which it is same as racial prejudice as one of social products.
One of literary works which talk about racial prejudice is a novel entitled To
Kill a Mockingbird.
Furthermore, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird tries to talk about
racial prejudice from some angles. The author wants to show to the readers
that racial prejudice can be met everywhere and every time in social life. All
people in society even in the world can be the victim of racial prejudice.
Probably we become the actor of racial prejudice in society consciously or
not, even when we do it toward our neighbor in the next door.
Harper Lee explains the phenomenon of racial prejudice which
happened in Southern America, Alabama in Depression time. She uses
Maycomb County as the setting of her novel, where described having strict
rules in society. People in that place cannot accept different thing outside
theirs, and racial prejudice grows up perfectly in society, whether against
someone in their group or against Blacks.
Humans are observers of their environment. They watch over every
social event in society which inspires them to criticize, analyze, and protest
against social condition in society. Those responses can be expressed in
various ways. One of them is by literary work. Literary work cannot be
separated from human’s life condition, because it takes the ideas from every
3phenomenon in this life. Literary works are used to give sensitivity toward
social condition. Thus, the researcher can say that literature appears for
responding social events in this life. It is not only about the words, but also
about messages or lessons that can be learned by the readers.
There are many glasses to watch one literary work.  The researchers
can analyze from many points of view. If the researchers want to analyze a
literary work from internal patterns, they can use glasses such as structuralism
or formalism. On the other hand, psychology of literature, new historicism,
and sociology of literature are examples to analyze the external pattern of
literary works, and there are still many glasses can be used to look at
literature. But, in this study, the researcher will concern to sociology of
literature to analyze the condition of people who become the victims of racial
prejudice from the other people through literary work, Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird.
Sociology talks about people and their environment. Literary study
talks about the meanings of human’s life and everything about this life.
Hence, sociology and literary study have the similar object of study, as
Endraswara (2008:78) said that both of them study about human. Despite
sociology and literary study have the different field of study, but they can
complete each other (Endraswara, 2008: 78).
4In relationship between literary study and sociology, literary study
has reflective characteristics which have a role as the reflection of social
condition in real life. As Endraswara (2008: 77) argued that literary work is
born from social life in reality. In this study, literary work has a role as mirror
for social life or social phenomenon. A literary text becomes the witness of
social life because it bounces era from time to time. Therefore, the readers
can see the social life of certain period from literary work, because once
more; sociology of literature focuses on human’s problems in life (2008: 79).
This research tries to read the condition of people who become the
victims of racial prejudice from the other people through literary work;
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. Harper Lee uses Alabama, Southern
America as the setting of novel to portray racial prejudices which happened in
that place. Harper Lee reflects her own experience to make this novel,
because her home was in Alabama. Therefore, the researcher tries to use
sociology of literature, because this study analyzes the problems of people
and society which are reflected by literary work.
The practice of racial prejudice in 1930 can be found in a novel
entitled To Kill a Mockingbird written by Harper Lee.  Racial prejudice that
happened and existed during the Great Depression in the Maycomb society is
clearly pictured in the novel. In the novel, prejudice is the major theme which
is done directly by the Whites in Maycomb toward a Black man named Tom
5Robinson.
Harper Lee is a humanist and black writer. She uses a contemporary
character and social issues to portray or to convey the message of her novel.
So it is not surprising that she addresses the issue of racial prejudice in this
novel. She uses interesting mix of characters to make the point that race has
little or nothing to do with the way a person chooses to act toward others, and
racism is practiced by many kinds of people.
Most of the Whites accept the legalization of racial prejudice in
Maycomb, but the others refused it. For example, when they are in the court
all the white people get sit downstairs (where it is cooler) while all the black
people have to sit upstairs. People like judges or juries support this injustice
among the two races.
There are many explanation of prejudice. One is used in exploitation.
The dominant group can avoid feelings of sympathy and empathy for the
dominated through stereotypes or over exaggerations of negatives qualities.
(Kitano, 1987: 50)
Prejudice is a discrimination of many races, religions, physical
abilities, and mental abilities. This type of behavior is evident in many
aspects in our daily lives. When prejudice occurs, stereotyping and
discrimination may also result. In many cases, prejudices are based upon
stereotypes. Stereotypes can be both positive and negative.
6For example, the Whites built their own mindset, their own belief
and their own racial prejudice toward the Blacks. Racial prejudice is basically
irrational because it depends on the subjective and negative feeling about
ethnic or group. The example of negative opinion of a group is the Whites’
racial prejudice toward Blacks.
Looking at the various prejudice examples, it can be concluded that
we prejudice against people, when we assume that they have certain bad
characteristics. These assumptions develop when we do not have direct
contact with them or we are afraid of them due to they being a minority and
different from us.
The white people always think that they are superior and the
African-American people or the Blacks are always inferior. The Whites
cannot respect the Blacks. Blacks, in White’s perspective are the second-class
people; Whites schools do not admit black admission, Blacks cannot occupy
public position such as governor, sheriff, and the likes.
To some, racism is a way of life, and to others, it is a repulsive term
that represents closed or narrow mindedness. Racism comes from different
cultural values, ethnic backgrounds, as well as the physical appearances. The
conflict of racism occurs when the majority group of society feels that the
different cultures and values of the minority group bring the change to the
society.
Some people who refused racial prejudice and who were straightly
7against this criminal action like Atticus kept struggling their vote to abolish
racial prejudice. Atticus Finch (White), a country lawyer in Maycomb, takes
the risk by defending Tom Robinson (Black). Atticus should pay much for
this. It was a shame for Whites to defend Blacks. The case makes Atticus
labelled as “nigger-lover” by his society. He understood that he faced difficult
problem, because he might defend someone who was hated by white people.
The reactions of Atticus show that he supports human rights. Most of
the Blacks are disagree or refused the practice of racial prejudice in
Maycomb. This case strengthened white people’s opinion that black people
was troublemaker in society.
They think that black people was not more than rubbish in their
society, and whoever wanted to defend them, it meant they were also the
Blacks in spite of Whites. Therefore, in this case Scout and her family scoped
big problem, because Atticus wanted to be Tom’s lawyer. That made Atticus
and his family got hostilities and segregation from almost all people in their
environment, because they had gotten along with Whites’ enemy.
Because the racial prejudice often occurred in society, Atticus as a
single parent tried to educate his children in his own way. He tried to avoid
his children from the disease of Maycomb County, racial prejudice among
each other. He wanted his children understand whether life is not just about
black and white, but gray also appears in this life. Atticus Finch just wanted to
teach his children that they never really understood a person until they
8considered things from his point of view, until they climbed into his skin and
walked around in it. One of the examples is reflected in Lee (1960:39) below.
“You never really understand a person until you consider things
from his point of view...until you climb into his skin and walk
around in it.”
If the readers look at Atticus Finch’s characteristics, they will
understand Harper Lee uses Atticus Finch as a character who is still logic,
wise, and positive thinking among people who do not care about justice
anymore. Harper Lee also wants to tell us that someone can be punished just
because he has black skin, just because white people do not like, or just
because he defends their enemy.
Atticus Finch is the example of few people who are brave enough to
fight racial prejudice in the dominant society. There are several reasons why
Atticus defends Tom Robinson. Atticus has values and beliefs for which he is
willing to fight, no matter what the circumstances. He is the moral compass of
Maycomb.
When the Tom’s case comes to trial, racial tensions already evident
explode in the town. The judge chooses Atticus for the case, perhaps knowing
that it would be the only way for Tom to even have a shot at a fair trial.
Atticus believes in human rights. He believes everyone has a right to a fair
trial and a competent defense.
9Although Atticus knows he will lose, he is determined to show the
town that Tom is a human being with equal rights. His message does
permeate the society: at the end of the trial, everyone in the courtroom stands
in respect as he passes. The fact is that he does a duty that no one else in town
will do.
Atticus is a respected man and shows it by respecting others. He
respects all people regardless of race, social status, and creed. For example he
forbid Scout in using the term “Nigger” to call black people even though it is
a common term that usually used by white people in their society. His
decision in defending Tom given him bad consequences. Atticus asks his
children to keep their dignity and not to fight because of the mocking on their
father’s decision.
When this kind of mindset appears, the minority group will be
judged based on the dominant group’s mindset, not their own quality. These
mindsets make certain race and culture seem worse that it is reality, as (Rose,
1951: 11) stated in his article entitled The Roots of Prejudice below,
Many of the false belief take the form of what social scientists call
stereotype. These are exaggerations of certain physical traits or
cultural characteristics which are found among members of the
minority group and then attributed to all members of the group.
When stereotype exist, an individual is judged, not on the basis of
his own characteristics, but on the basis of exaggerated and distorted
belief regarding what are thought to be the characteristics of the
group.
10
In this case, stereotype will also create assumption to the minority
group, which is the Black as like what Rose stated in The Roots of Prejudice,
“Negroes in South Africa and United States, for example depict them as
brutal, stupid, and immoral, but also as happy generous and faithful.” (1951:
11)
In the novel, some characters want to change the strict rules in the
society. By their responses, they intend to show their justifiable attitude
toward Blacks. Atticus Finch’s motivation in defending Tom Robinson is to
teach his children about life. He wants to teach them about being kind to
others and being sympathetic to others. He also wants to wake his society
from a dream that Whites are perfect and clean.
The characters in To Kill a Mockingbird are well developed. The
story is exciting, and there are some great lessons that can be learned. The
story of this novel really touches on all problems that are still very real in this
world today, such as racial discrimination, social class, prejudice, and gender
issues.
The society in the novel is the major cause of the character’s
reactions. The society in that novel acts as the decision maker of the whole
aspect of life. Good or bad is defined by the society. The society has the
absolute perception that certain people will not accept them well. There are
some reactions toward those things. The reactions appear as a result of the
society’s actions. They can be positive and negative reactions. That is why
11
sometimes there is a person who does not really agree with that and makes a
rebellion.
B. Research Focus
This research is entitled “The Racial Prejudice Revealed in Harper
Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird” This research does not only focus on racial
prejudices that are described in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, but also the
cause of racial prejudice in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, the impacts of racial
prejudice in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, and that Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird reflects real condition of Alabama.
Racial prejudices will be the focus of explanation, because it is one
of the roots of problem in society. Racial prejudice is appeared because there
is something makes it happen in society. In Maycomb, some different types
of people are existing. There are Blacks, Whites, and even mixed people. The
problem appears because the people in Maycomb have a certain division of
race, which results racial prejudice.
The novel To Kill a Mockingbird is chosen by the researcher to
reveal racial prejudice of the Whites to Blacks. There are many different
forms of racial prejudice, the most common form of racial prejudice is racial
prejudice against people of another race or religion. Racial prejudice is
nowhere as dramatic as it was in the past. In the past, Blacks were denied a
12
lot of rights. Some examples are the right to vote, places were segregated, and
Whites treated Blacks poorly.
Racial prejudice is discrimination based on the color of one’s skin.
An example is when Tom Robinson is convicted in his trial. Tom was
convicted because he was a black man and his word was not considered as
important or truthful as a white man’s word.
In To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus and his children are exposed to
this form of racial prejudice before and during Tom Robinson’s trial. There
are several white characters in the novel that are clearly portrayed in a
negative light. The Ewells and Aunt Alexandra are examples of characters in
the novel who freely express their superiority over the black people. Bob
Ewell specifically shows the form of racial prejudice towards the black
people when he accuses Tom Robinson of raping his daughter Mayella.
Another form of racial prejudice that revealed trough Bob Ewell is
by mocking Tom Robinson. He called Tom Robinson as a “nigger”. It is an
offensive way to call black people. Moreover he cursed the black people just
same as animals and consider Blacks as town rubbish.
Aunt Alexandra also expresses her distaste and Maycomb’s
contempt for the black people in various ways. Aunt Alexandra refuses to let
Atticus’ children visit Calpurnia’s home because it would be inappropriate for
white children to interact with the black people in their neighborhood.
According to Aunt Alexandra, black and white people can never be on equal
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footing and she attempts to impose this view on the Finch family.
Another example is that Blacks have to sit in a separate section of
the courtroom, away from white people. Blacks have to sit in another section
because white people believe that they are superior. People of Maycomb
already have Blacks on a lower class than any white man just because of the
color of their skin.
Whites think that they are better than Blacks. They are blinded by
the opinion that Blacks are not good enough to sit in the same church as
themselves. Even though Blacks are not allowed into a church with Whites,
they start their own churches to worship together.
Then to conduct this research, the researcher formulates some
problems as follows:
1. What racial prejudices are found in the novel?
2. What are the causes of the racial prejudice in the novel?
3. What are the impacts of the racial prejudice in the novel?
4. How do racial prejudices in the novel reflect the real condition of
racial prejudice in Alabama?
C. Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
1. to find the descriptions of the racial prejudice in the novel,
2. to understand the causes of the racial prejudices revealed in the
novel,
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3. to understand the impacts of the racial prejudices in the novel.
4. to describe that racial prejudice in the novel reflect the real
condition of racial prejudices in Alabama.
D. Research Significances
1. Theoretically
The study is expected to give a better comprehension to other
researchers in another research with the same theme, theory or object of study
in literary works especially in the novel To Kill a Mockingbird and is
expected that in the future it can be one of the source of references in
studying and analyzing literary works talking about social problem.
2. Practically
Hopefully, from this study, the students will consider more about the
values of literary works; both to entertain and to inform the readers and they
will be more interested in literary works.
15
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter discusses about the related theories and the background
information to equip the researcher with adequate information to analyze the
research. Thus, there are some important points described in this section.
This study uses sociology of literature to analyze the literary work.
Sociology of literature looks at social events in literary work. Sociology and
literary study have the same object to be studied, that is human. Literary study
cannot be separated from human’s life, because it talks about literary works
which are always influenced by social condition. Therefore, literary works
becomes a mirror for social condition in society.
It is used to understand individual’s condition that put the racial
prejudice on the other people. Besides that, this is used to understand social
problems in society which are caused by racial prejudice. The researcher
focuses on racial prejudice as one of the root of problems in society.
In 1962, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird was visualized through
a film. Monroeville, Alabama, is where Harper Lee grew up and lived. The
film lifted the same value as the novel, like justice and equality. The criticism
is to oppose racial prejudice which happened in South as what Dirks stated in
the article entitled The “Greatest” and the “Best” in Cinematic History as
follows,
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The poor Southern town of deteriorating homes was authentically
recreated on a Universal Studios’ set. Released in the early 60s, the timely
film reflected the state of deep racial problems and social injustice that
existed in the South. (http://www.filmsite.org/toki.html).
1. Sociology of Literature
Sociology of literature is branch of literary methodologies that have
reflective trait. This approach is used to look at literature as a mirror of social
life in the reality. However, literature is an expression of humans’ life which
is affected by many things around them. Therefore, despite sociology and
literary study are different, they can complete each other (Endraswara,
2008:78).
(Endraswara, 2008:78) added that in this approach, literary text or
literary work plays as a bounce of time. It means that literary work becomes
evidence of the time. It will tell the readers about events which have ever
occurred in humans’ life. Therefore, it can be used as reference to look at
social phenomenon, because the aspects of life totally reflect in literary work.
Sociology of literature focuses on problems of human being.
Literature and human’s life influence each other, because literature talks about
struggle of human being from time to time. Thus, it will always color literary
works. According to Laurenson and Swingewood (1972), “There are three
perspectives of sociology of literature: literary work as a social document that
becomes reflection of situation when literary work made, literary work as
mirror of social condition of the author, and literary work as inventory of
17
history and socio-cultural condition.” In here the researchers can use the
whole of perspective or one of them.
In this research, the researcher tries to use all of perspectives of
sociology of literature. This study shows that literary work can be a social
document that becomes reflection of situation when the literary work made.
To Kill a Mockingbird was made by Harper Lee, when civil right movement
established in Southern Alabama.
In addition, To Kill a Mockingbird was also affected by author’s life
in Alabama. She wrote her experience in her childhood, when racial
prejudices against black people happened in Alabama which born many
dangerous impacts for many people. Therefore, this literary work can be
inventory of history and socio-cultural condition, because the readers can
understand the condition of racial prejudices in Alabama in 1930s.
Harper Lee clearly describes the setting of the story in Alabama;
United States where racial prejudice makes people cannot get along with the
others because they have physical differences, the different point of view, and
different custom. There is no justice with the objective eyes, because fairness
is just for people who have white skin and who have the similarities of
cultural background. People are not valued according to their quality of self,
as Marthin Luther King said in his speech I Have a Dream;
“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the
content of their character.”
18
Marthin Luther King’s words explain to every person that there are
inequalities in society. There are unfair policies toward another person in one
nation, and those hurt everybody but giving many profit for the others who
have power in the nation. There is no place anymore for people who are
different and having colored skin. Despite people prefer interacting with
people, who have similarities, they will still meet another person who has
differences.
Therefore, within their differences in society, people will face many
problems which are emerged by themselves or the others. Consciously or not,
people in society will establish social groups according to their similarities.
They can be their similar thought, style, skin, the background of family, and
still many causes can make people live in one unity. But it can create a gulf in
the society among different people or social groups, if each of group
exaggerates their own group’s trait, and looking at the other groups down.
Therefore, social group’s problems will happen in society.
The problems create some gulfs which separate somebody from the
others in the society. The gulf which is created by individual against the other
individuals, a group of people against an individual, or a group of people
against another group of citizen in society will still follows people as long as
they have big fanatic against their group.
Thus, a social group that supposes better than another group makes
19
negative attitude in the society to show their superiority. For example
discrimination, oppression, segregation, hostility, and there are still many
problems appear in social life.
If someone decides to live together with a social group, he might be
affected by group’s opinion, agree, and follow the social group’s opinion,
even defend it as the best opinion than the other opinions. There will be
generalization opinion toward the others. There will be a rigid and unfair
judgment against another group or somebody else, people call it racial
prejudice. Racial prejudice can be experienced by all of humans in this life.
All of us have a chance to feel that. It can be experienced by a group because
of different from the other groups or individuals. This issue has become a root
of problems in society.
A. Racial Prejudice
Prejudice is a rigid and unfair generalization about an entire category
of people (Macionis, 2007: 366). Prejudice derives from the word
prejudgment, which implies that a person makes up his or her mind about
something without any real knowledge about it. It can also be meant as
prejudge of people in negative belief toward certain people because they are
membership in a particular group in society.
Prejudice can cause many serious problems in society, because it can
lead discrimination, segregation, hostility, and oppression. So, we can also
20
define prejudice in the other words as a set of attitudes which causes,
supports, or justifies them against the other people in society. Therefore,
prejudice is a rigid and unfair generalization that creates negative
prejudgment toward particular member of group without any real knowledge.
Further, (Brislin, 2000:209) argued that prejudice is emotional
component of people’s reactions to other groups, also a deeply felt set of
feelings about what is good and bad, right and wrong, so forth. Someone or
group in society are potential to get prejudice from the others or almost
people in society. They can be victim because they different in some way.
Racial prejudice is often experienced by people in minority in
society, and of course the doer is people in majority. Therefore, some people
called themselves and the others who have similarities as in-group. Then, for
another people who different from them are called out-group. That is built
consciously, thus often finding “we” and “they” in society (Macionis, 2007:
173).
When racial prejudice is done by somebody or group in society, they
will not be able to give an objective assessment toward the others. Therefore,
they will look at everything in negative way before understanding them
closer. Racial prejudice is attitude, belief, and thought which often causes
some negative actions in society.
However, racial prejudice is not always occurred between different
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groups, but it can be experienced by someone who has difference among
people in his own group. Consequently, racial prejudice gives some troubles
in society, because it has serious effects in social life that can bother road of
life in society.
Racial prejudice often takes the form of a stereotype. Stereotype can
be positive or negative, but it is often negative. Stereotype is not just regular
perception or assessment toward somebody else or the other groups. Yet, it
can cause serious problem in social life. It can lead racial prejudice which
bothers harmonic life in society.
Scapegoating is another mechanism that fuels prejudice (Peer, 2003:
174). Macionis (2007: 371) said that scapegoat is a person or category of
people, typically with little power, whom people blame for their own troubles
unfairly, because minority is usually safe target for this case. They are blamed
for a wide variety of things that they could not possibly have caused
(Coleman, 1984: 11).
The subordinate people will be the victims of racial prejudice in
society, because they do not have enough power to give reaction. (Barker,
2006: 215) gave example that blacks are constructed as object of history than
subject of history. He added that colored people are not assumed be able to do
activities and are supposed to be trouble maker to whites. But, prejudice
however, can occur toward anybody in society. (2006: 215).
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There are many evidences that can describe racial prejudice
happened in Lee’s novel as follow:
1. Racial Prejudice Against Other Families
As a form of racial prejudice, rumors can cause a great deal of harm
to the individual that is being targeted. Rumors can easily obscure the truth
about a person because they are basically lies, opinions, and incorrect
observations about the individual in question. In To Kill A Mockingbird, Boo
Radley is one of the example of an individual who suffered from this form of
racial prejudice.
The prejudice of Radley family and Boo Radley makes somebody else
afraid of closing Radleys’ house, because opinions have been formed if people
walk near Radley place or take and eat everything from it, they will get
dangerous thing that threat their life. Therefore, they believe that Radleys are
very dangerous people. Negative assumptions have installed in their mind for
long time and those cannot be changed easily. They will always suppose to Boo
Radley and his families are dangerous and wicked people in society.
All of statements about Boo Radley never happen in society. He just
does one mistake that make people punish him with immoral title in society.
Actually, there are kindnesses which have been done by Boo Radley, and they
prove to Scout and Jem that people’s words are just prejudices without basis
against somebody. They get information about him from Miss Maudie and
they experience some things with their unexpected company, Boo Radley that
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can change their mind about him.
2. Racial Prejudice Against Black People
Boo Radley and Tom Robinson share many similarities in spite of
fact that one man is white and the other is black. As a black, Tom Robinson
faced the racial prejudice that many blacks endured during the 1930s in the
Deep South. Tom Robinson is prejudged because of his color. He is prejudged
by many people. Tom Robinson trial’s become the greatest example of
injustice because of racial prejudice is seen.
B. The Causes of Racial Prejudice
In this research the causes of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill
a Mockingbird fell into two classifications:
1. Difference in Custom
Many people in society whether they are old or young will always
feel different from the others, if they keep in mind that they are different from
others gradually. Even the children who are innocence toward this life can feel
if certain people are different from them. In the journey of time, Maycomb
people adapt Radleys’ customs. But, then prejudgments are emerged among
people in society. Without knowing where the information about Radleys,
especially Boo Radley comes from, most of people prejudges them in
negative labels. Hence, no one wants to get along with them.
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Those prejudices succeed to frighten major people in Maycomb
County. Therefore, the differences can emerge prejudice in society because it
is kept in mind and strongly installed by hyperbole stories.
2. Difference in Race.
Prejudice emerged from differences among people in society that
cause feeling of superior in certain people. (Brislin, 2000: 209) also argued
that prejudice exists in society because people have feelings or prejudge
about various or different traits, cultural background and practice, and the
other differences. In this case, the difference is supposed as strangeness,
because it is a new thing and never done before in society.
Therefore, most of all people in society feel that it is not part of their
culture, ideology, and their traits. Consequently, most of all people in society
cannot accept the differences in their community’s life, and it makes them
prejudice easily.
Those people (prejudiced persons) have low tolerance and
inflexibility for accepting diversity. They want to see everything is similar
with their culture. They will give some negative labels for different people or
groups such as inferior, immature, or degenerate (Coleman, 1984: 193).
Hence, racial prejudice will be more developed in society toward some people
or groups that are supposed to be different.
Henslin in A Down-to-Earth Approach (2007: 4) gave the other
opinions about relationship between difference and prejudice. He said that
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difference can emerge negative perceptions against certain people or group,
because they are not similar with them. Besides, it can make someone
exaggerates his ethnic, race, language, or his custom. Henslin (2007: 4) also
added that those things are not true, because if they stuck in people’s mind for
long time, they can be dangerous problem in society.
The differences create racial prejudice in people’s mind toward the
others. Therefore, when certain people prejudge the others because they
cannot accept the differences, they will show various negative treatments
toward the others. When difference creates difference in people’s mind, it will
stimulate certain people or group to be superior to the others. This thought
was very dangerous for human’s life, because they will always use differences
as reason to prejudge another human, whereas those differences are come
naturally.
C. The Impacts of Racial Prejudice
Racial prejudice is obstacle in people’s communication process in
society. It is one of roots of problem in social life which has various impacts
in social interaction and of course it disturbs social stability. Moreover, racial
prejudice even can lead extreme effect for society.
Racial prejudice can cause social distance in society. Consciously,
racial prejudice will create gulf between major and minor group in society,
because prejudiced people give social distance toward another groups or
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some individuals. They feel their culture or what they have are superior to the
others.
Therefore they close their interaction toward what they say minority.
Further, there is serious condition that makes one group is really separated
with another group, that is segregation. (Macionis, 2007: 373) defined
segregation as physical and social separation of categories of people, some
minorities especially religious orders voluntarily segregate themselves, but
usually majorities segregate minorities in society.
Hence, (Henslin, 2007:16) argued that segregation gives possibility
for certain groups—usually majorities— to keep social distance with
minorities in social life. Residential neighborhoods, schools, occupations,
hospitals, and even cemeteries may be segregated (Macionis, 2007: 373).
Thus, segregation can be done in every aspect of life, from the smallest
facility until the most important facility in their country. Indeed, it is an
attempt to isolate a minority from the majority (Perry, 2003: 172). This case
strengthens the minority that they are really inferior in society.
Moreover, discrimination is taken as result of prejudicial feelings
too. (Macionis, 2007: 372) said that prejudice and discrimination reinforce
each other. However, closely related to prejudice is discrimination, because
prejudice is rather similar than discrimination, but actually they are different.
Racial prejudice refers to attitude and discrimination refers to action.
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Macionis (2007: 372) also defines that discrimination as unequal treatment of
various categories of people.
Discrimination is the denial of opportunities and equal rights to
individuals and groups because of prejudice or arbitrary reasons.
Furthermore, (Henslin, 2007: 9) argued that prejudice can be the background
of discrimination, because negative prejudgment can stimulate individual or
group to discriminate the others.
Discrimination can be done in every aspect of society. It can happen
in institutions, public facilities, and social relationships. Therefore, there are
individual discrimination and institutional discrimination that are gotten by
certain people in society. There are many cases that describe the
discrimination in society. As what experienced by African American in
United State when many American communities denied the same right to vote
for black citizens. That is just an example of discrimination’s cases, and there
are still many cases of discrimination usually cannot make people get humane
treatments.
Not only discrimination which becomes the impact of racial
prejudice, but also oppression in society toward certain people. According to
Conflict Theory, prejudice is a tool by major group to oppress others
(Macionis, 2007: 371). Minorities are also more likely to be crime victims in
society. They can get violence or even killing from the other people hate
them.
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The oppression has certain similarity with the other impacts of racial
prejudice. They are very dangerous for social life, because those are actions
which are done by ignoring humanity in life. People who discriminate and
oppress the others usually do in illogically way even in extreme way. They do
not humanize human. Despite minor people are not guilty, but they are
always become scapegoat to legitimate discrimination or oppression.
(Macionis, 2007: 371) added that they are safe target to be scapegoat in
society.
Therefore, the researcher can conclude that racial prejudice leads
some impacts in social life. It bores social distance among social groups in
society which has an extreme form, segregation, discrimination that treats
everyone depend on differences they have, and oppression which ignore
humanity.
There are three impacts of racial prejudice in the novel:
1. Segregation
Racial prejudice can create social distance between majority and
minority in society. Majority will not want to get along with people in
minority, because they feel minority is different from them and they are
superior in society. In Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, white people will
get along with another white people, and blacks do too. Blacks and whites in
Maycomb County never have a seat together to drink some glasses of tea like
what white people do on Sunday. Blacks and Whites just keep interaction in
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occupation.
2. Discrimination
Racial prejudice also emerges discrimination in society. (Schaefer,
2004: 75) argued that discrimination is the denial of opportunities and equal
rights to individuals and groups because of racial prejudice or arbitrary
reasons. Furthermore, racial prejudice can be the background of
discrimination, because prejudgment can stimulate individual or group to
discriminate the others. The government which consists of white people does
not give fair treatment to Black people.
3. Oppression
Racial prejudice can make certain people oppress the other people in
society. Macionis (2007: 371) argued that prejudice is a tool by major people
to oppress the other people. Oppression can be done in many ways.
D. African-American in Alabama
African-Americans experienced many sad histories in their state.
They experienced discriminations, segregations, oppressions, and the other
cases in their social life, because they were supposed as minority in society.
Being African-American in Alabama in the 1930s was not easy.
Because in 1930 African-Americans had only been free citizens for sixty-five
years. It is because racial discrimination and prejudice were still common in
Alabama. Until 1960s there was a policy of segregation, which meant
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separate facilities, such as schools, toilets and restaurants for Whites and
African-Americans.
A large majority of White people believed that African-Americans
were second-class citizens and treated them that way. The racial tensions
leading to these events are reflected in the plot and themes of To Kill a
Mockingbird.
E. Social Background of the Author
Harper Lee has the full name Nelle Harper Lee. She was born on
April, 28 1926 in Monroeville, Alabama. She grew up in the strict segregation
rule between white people and black people. Lee wrote the only one of her
novel—To Kill a Mockingbird— during the beginning of the Civil Rights era
(from about 1955-1958). Alabama had many stories of racial prejudice
against black people. She used the setting of time in Depression time in
1930s, when racist dominated people in Alabama.
Alabama in 1930 were place and time of infamously racist
Scottsboro boys’ case took place. Hence, To Kill a Mockingbird was also
influenced by the case. Lee’s novel was published in 1960, and it could be
one of great works of American literature, also it portrayed in two Hollywood
movies. But, after her novel became a star and got numerous awards, she
disappeared from public place. She turned down many interviews which
demanded by media. Harper Lee chose living in her small town, Monroeville
with her older sister who had profession as a lawyer, Alice.
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To Kill a Mockingbird is largely an autobiographical account of
Harper Lee’s life. Lee has denied that the story has autobiographical
elements, but the similarities between Lee’s life and Scout’s life are
unmistakable. The novel is set in Maycomb, Alabama, a town resembling
Lee’s hometown of Monroeville, Alabama. Like Maycomb, Monroeville was
a world surrounded by racism and occasionally violence. Her childhood and
the current events of the 1950s inspired Lee to write To Kill a Mockingbird.
Like Scout, Lee’s father, A.C. Lee, was the inspiration for Atticus Finch. Like
Atticus, Lee was a quiet, respected lawyer in a small town, and a member of
the state legislature. Lee’s father had defended two blacks accused of
murdering a Monroeville merchant, but the two men were found guilty and
hanged.
To Kill a Mockingbird makes a blatant statement about the currents
events that had recently occurred and were continuing to occur in the country.
The character of Atticus Finch is a representation of the beliefs that many
white Americans needed to strive for in the South.
F. Previous Research Finding
There are some theses having similar research object with this
research. The first one is sarjana degree thesis from Universitas Sebelas
Maret by Eka Nurcahyani (C.0396030) an English Department student,
entitled “The negative impacts of racial prejudice and discrimination upon
the life of black American society in the Northern Cities as reflected in
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Richard Wright’s Native Son”. Eka Nurcahyani in this thesis presents a
discussion about the negative impacts of racial prejudice and discrimination
upon the life of black American society in the Northern cities as reflected in
Richard Wright’s Native Son. The objective of this thesis is to trace the
negative impacts of racial prejudice and discrimination upon the life of black
American society in the Northern cities especially in Chicago as reflected in
Richard Wright’s Native Son. Racial prejudice and discrimination against
black American have some negative impacts upon their life. Racial prejudice
and discrimination in housing, employment, education, and law and justice
cause the existence of their sense of inferiority, hopelessness, and sense of
alienation. It also has a tremendous contribution to their poverty and the
increase of crime and juvenile delinquency. By rejecting blacks from the
mainstream of American life and treating them as inferior race, white
American create “Bad Nigger”, which can explode at any time into violence
and fury. As long as racial prejudice and discrimination still exist, their
condition is difficult to change even when they do their best.
The other research is still a sarjana degree thesis entitled “Racial
Prejudice Underlying the Jim Crow Law Practices in the Deep South
Revealed in John Howard Griffin’s Black Like Me” (2007) written by Alice
Febrianne (034214039) from Sanata Dharma University. This research
focuses on how Jim Crow Law practices revealed through the character of
Griffin and society as setting in Black Like Me and is aimed to see how the
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race prejudice underlying the Jim Crow Law practices revealed in Black Like
Me.
Those previous research have the similarities topic about racial
prejudice which are done by majority toward minorities. In addition, these
two research talk about reflection of literary study to real life. In this research
the researcher focuses on racial prejudice as one of the root of problems in
society.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. The Research Design
The type of this research is a qualitative research. Creswell (2007:
36) sees a qualitative research as an investigation process of comprehension
based on distinctive methodological traditions which explore a social or
human problem. Qualitative research studies things in natural setting,
attempting to make sense of, or interpreting phenomena in terms of the
meaning people bring to them. Thus, the researcher builds a complex, holistic
picture, analyzes words, reports detail information and conducts the study in a
natural setting. In addition to the concept of natural inquiry, a qualitative
researcher is unable to manipulate the data as he or she only describes or
explains a phenomenon as its fact.
Furthermore, content analysis is used to analyze the work. It is a
method in qualitative research that is used to analyze text data obtained
from print media such as articles, books, or manual (Kondracki & Wellmen
in Wahyuni, 2012: 122). The data collected in this research are used to
analyze the form of racial prejudices that are described in Harper Lee’s To
Kill a Mockingbird, the cause of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, the impacts of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, and that Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird reflects real
condition of Alabama.
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B. The Data
Given (2008: 185) defines data as a collection of information that
will be used in a research. Qualitative data come in the forms of photos,
written words, phrases, or symbols describing or representing people, actions,
and events in social life (Lawrence, 2007: 328). In the qualitative research
usually data are in the forms of nonnumeric but have variety in sources.
Based on such explanation, the data of this research are some phrases,
clauses, sentences and expressions related to: 1) the descriptions of the racial
prejudices in the novel, 2) the causes of the racial prejudice revealed in the
novel, 3) the impacts of the racial prejudice in the novel. 4) racial prejudice in
the novel reflect the real condition of racial prejudice in Alabama.
C. The Data Sources
The data sources of this research were divided into two groups, the
primary and secondary data source.
1. The Primary Source
The main data source of this research is To Kill a Mockingbird, a
novel written by Harper Lee in 1960. It was published on July, 11th 1960 by
Grand Central Publishing in New York, United State of America. The
researcher used the novel that consists of 30 chapter and 376 pages.
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2. The Secondary Source
The researcher also used some additional references as the
supporting information in analyzing the data. The supporting data of this
research were taken from books and articles available on the websites in the
internet. All the collected data of the researcher are then analyzed using
psychological approach. The researcher use this method then described with
the descriptive-qualitative method.  To analyze the novel, the researcher used
theories from some books and from website in the internet such as
Metodologi Penelitian Sastra (Endraswara, 2008), The Roots of Prejudice
(Rose, 1951), Sociology: A Down-to-Eath Approach. (Henslin, 2007),
International Encyclopedia of Ethics (Roth, 1995), I Have a Dream (King,
1963), The Sociology of Literature (Laurenon ans Swingewood, 1972).
D. The Research Instruments
Research instrument is defined as a tool or facility used by the
researcher in collecting the data (Neuman, 2007: 283). Therefore, instrument
is very important in conducting the research in order to produce a better
research finding. According to Moleong (2010), the researcher is the main
instrument in a qualitative research. In this study, the researcher herself used
her capacity based on the theory to collect data, interpret and analyze the
data related to the form of prejudices that are described in Harper Lee’s To
Kill a Mockingbird, the cause of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, the impacts of prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird,
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and that Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird reflects real condition of
Alabama
E. The Technique of Data Collection
There were several steps to collect the data. The method of
collecting data is through the library visit. The researcher goes to the library
and read some books that have relation to the theme of the research. After
finding the sources and read them the researcher makes any necessary notes
that are used to the research. After making notes, the research categorizes the
data and makes it ready to be analyzed further. The researcher used a
particular form of data sheet to see the progress of her research.
There were several steps to collect the data. First, the research
data were taken by reading the novel comprehensively and by observing
the data related to the form of racial prejudice that are described in Harper
Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird; Racial Prejudice Against Other Family, Racial
Prejudice against Black People, The Causes of Racial Prejudice; Difference
in Custom, Difference in Race, The Impact of Racial Prejudice; Segregation,
Discrimination, Oppression, and the last Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird
as the Mirror of Racial Prejudice in Alabama
Second, the researcher took notes on the detail issues to be
analyzed which are related to the data of the form of racial prejudices that
are described in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, the cause of racial
prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, the impacts of racial
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prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, and that Harper Lee’s To
Kill a Mockingbird reflects real condition of Alabama
The data of the form of racial prejudice that are described in Harper
Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird fell into two categories, Racial Prejudice against
other Family, Racial Prejudice against Black People. The data of the cause
of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird fell into two
classifications, Difference in Custom, Difference in Race. The data of the
Impact of Racial Prejudice fell into three categories, Segregation,
Discrimination, and Oppression.  The last is the data of Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird reflects real condition of Alabama.
Third, having collected the data, the researcher gave code to each
datum. Code A was for the form of racial prejudice that are described in
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird falling into two categories: 1 (Racial
Prejudice against other Family), 2 (Racial  Prejudice against Black
People),. Code B was for the cause of racial prejudice in Harper Lee’s To Kill
a Mockingbird fell into two classifications, 1 (Difference in Custom), 2
(Difference in Race). Code C was for the impact of racial prejudice fell into
three categories, 1 (Segregation), 2 (Discrimination), and 3 (Oppression).
Code D was for the data of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird reflects real
condition of Alabama.
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After having collected the data and giving code to each datum, the
researcher also did another careful reading along with data interpretation.
Finally, the data were categorized into the thematic meaning related to the
form of racial prejudices that are described in Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird. Then the data of the racial prejudices that are described in
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird were classified into thematic.
Furthermore, the researcher put the data into a table first and transferred
into the data sheets. The researcher used a particular form of data sheet
to see the progress of her research.
The data sheet was presented in table 1 below:
Table 1. The Data Sheet
No. Data/ Quotation Act/ Page Classification Code
.
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The data were then arranged based on their classification, and then
the researcher crosschecked and re-crosschecked the data in order to achieve
the validity.
F. The Data Analysis Technique
Given (2008: 186) states that data analysis is the important part of
qualitative research that includes gathering and linking the data to be a
concept. Creswell (2009: 185) mentions that there are six steps in data
analysis: organizing and preparing the data, reading through all the data,
coding the data, giving a description, interrelating description and interpreting
the meaning of description. Six steps to analyze the data are explained below.
1. The first is identifying the data from the novel by making some notes.
2. The second is reading and rereading the whole data and arranging the data
into a theme: racial prejudice revealed in the novel.
3. The third is coding and categorizing the data in the data table into some
categories related to the forms of racial prejudice in Maycomb.
4. The fourth is sorting the data by selecting the relevant data and excluding
the irrelevant data. The selected relevant data were classified and interpreted
according to its thematic meaning.
5. The fifth is making the interrelation between the descriptions of the data
and the theory to get the findings based on the objectives; the identification of
racial prejudice in Maycomb.
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6. The last is making an interpretation of the findings based on the
understanding about the theory.
G. The Data Trustworthiness
The researcher used trustworthiness to emphasize the research.
According to Neuman (2007: 99), trustworthiness is an essential component
in qualitative data. Related to the ways in achieving the trustworthiness,
Given (2008: 895) mentions four criteria which can be used. Those are
dependability, conformability, transferability and credibility.
Dependability was achieved by reading the data carefully and
rechecking it to give more understanding about the novel and to make sure
that the data gained have answered the research questions. Meanwhile,
conformability deals with the accuracy of the research in conceptualizing the
study. To achieve conformability the researcher read and analyzed the data
carefully.
Transferability is a concept in which the generalization of the
findings can be applied to all contexts in the same populations. It is
determined by the knowledge of the researcher and measured by the readers’
understanding in achieving the clear description of the context and the focus
of the study. To achieve the transferability, the researcher provided
information and clear description of the study.
Credibility is a concept of internal validity from the data findings. It
provides valid data so that the research is reliable. Credibility was achieved
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by employing triangulation techniques. Triangulation technique is the use of
different sources of information to confirm and to improve the clarity or
precision of a research finding (Wahyuni, 2012: 130). There were four kinds
of triangulation: sources, methods, researchers, and theories.
There were four kinds of triangulation: sources, methods,
researchers, and theories. The researcher accessed information and collected
data from different sources such as books, journals, thesis, articles, and
internet related to the study.
In completing this technique, the researcher also did peer
discussions with her colleagues in English Language and Literature
Study Program, namely Kartika Nur Handayani (07211144040) and Rena
Damar Kristina (07211141047).
The consideration of choosing those two peer viewers was
appropriate since they are under the same study program and concentration
with the researcher. In addition, the data consultation was a lso done
wi th the researcher’s first and second consultants namely Ibu Dr.
Widyastuti Purbani, M.A and Bapak Eko Rujito Dwi Atmojo, M.Hum
who are competent in the study of literature.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter elaborates the findings and discussion of the research.
The data found in the novel are used to verify and clarify the discussion.
Furthermore, the findings and discussion are based on the objectives of the
research, i.e. to find the descriptions of the racial prejudice in the novel, to
understand the causes of the racial prejudices revealed in the novel, to
understand the impacts of the racial prejudice in the novel, and to describe that
racial prejudice in the novel reflect the real condition of racial prejudice in
Alabama.
A. Racial Prejudices in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird talks about racial prejudice in
Maycomb County, Alabama. The story begins from Radleys’ place, a family
that has different customs from Maycomb society. Most of people in
Maycomb society prejudge and suppose them as alien men, because what
customs that they has are new things in Maycomb County. Therefore, most of
people cannot accept them in society. Then, some stories which strengthen
racial prejudice toward Radleys emerge for long time. Thus, it is stuck in
people’s mind. Besides, a strong public opinion about traits which descend
next generation in family is kept in mind for years. Consequently, most of the
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people in Maycomb County always assess persons from what family they
come from.
Racial prejudice also happens in black people’s life. They accept
racial prejudices from white people that cause many problems in society. The
climax is when Atticus as Maycomb attorney is advocating an Afro-American,
Tom Robinson. However, there are many white people do not agree with
Atticus, because he accepts and wants to defend a black man. Tom is accused
of raping a white girl, Mayella Ewell, but no evidence that says Tom has done
it. After the jurors makes verdict that Tom is guilty, Atticus and his family get
some terrors from Mayella’s father, Bob Ewell. He tries to kill Scout and Jem
in Halloween night. Yet, they can be saved by a man who is supposed to be
the most dangerous person in society. He is Boo Radley.
Prejudiced people cannot view someone or group in objective
perspective, because they have had negative judgment toward others and it
occurs for long time. Actually, people cannot value another people before
understanding them clearly. When someone wants to know how other people
live, they have to get along with them firstly, because they cannot evaluate
someone from meeting at glance. Yet, when prejudice is kept in somebody’s
or group’s mind strongly toward somebody else, they will not be able to think
or determine logically. It can attack someone or group that are not guilty,
because people often prejudice toward others due to irrational reasons.
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Harper Lee has clearly given descriptions about racial prejudice in
her novel. There are some victims who get racial prejudice from the other
people in society; it is experienced not only by black people but also the
whites.
There are many evidences that can describe racial prejudice in Lee’s
novel as follow:
1. Racial Prejudice Against Other Families
“Inside the house lived a malevolent phantom. People said he existed,
but Jem and I had never seen him. People said he went out at night
when the moon was down, and peeped in window. When people’s
azaleas froze in a cold snap, it was because he had breathed on them.
Any stealthy small crimes committed in Maycomb were his work.
Once the town was terrorized by a series of morbid nocturnal events:
people’s chickens and household pets were found mutilated; although
the culprit was Crazy Addie, who eventually drowned himself in
Barker’s Eddy, people still looked at The Radley Place unwilling to
discard their initial suspicions.” (Lee:10)
The sentences above have explained people’s prejudice toward
Radleys especially Arthur or Boo Radley. That is alien thing in Maycomb
County, because people never do that, which is not Maycomb’s style.
Therefore, most of people in Maycomb society gives label to Boo Radley that
he is dangerous man in society.
They think all of crimes in that county are Boo’s works, despite they
do not know the fact is. In that quotation, mentioned that people cannot wipe
out their suspicious against Boo Radley, even though they have known who
does the crimes in Maycomb. That is like what (Perry 2003:173) said that
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prejudice goes beyond prejudgment in the sense that a prejudiced person
refuses to change even when confronted by unassailable evidence.
Prejudice toward Boo Radley is like dogma that must be taken by all
of people in Maycomb society. Prejudice toward Boo Radley is more likely
the general truth which everybody believe it. Persons in Maycomb County
from children until adults will not touch everything from Radley’s place,
because their mind has been instilled with negative thinking against Radley’s
place by another people.
The prejudice of Radley family and Boo Radley makes somebody
else afraid of closing Radleys’ house, because opinions have been formed if
people walk near Radley’s place or take and eat everything from it, they will
get dangerous thing that treat their life. Therefore, they believe that the
Radleys are very dangerous people.
“A Negro would not pass the Radley Place at night, he would cut
across to the sidewalk opposite and whistle as he walked. The
Maycomb school grounds adjoined the back of the Radley lot; from
the Radley chicken yard tall pecan trees shook their fruit into
schoolyard, but the nuts lay untouched by the children: Radley
pecans would kill you. A baseball hit into the Radley yard was a lost
ball and no questions asked.” (Lee: 11)
Negative assumptions have installed in people’s mind for long time
and those cannot be changed easily. They will always suppose to Boo Radley
and his families are dangerous and wicked people in society. That is like what
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Calpurnia says when Mr. old Radley is dying.
“There goes the meanest man ever God blew breath into,” murmured
Calpurnia, and she spat meditatively into the yard. We looked at her
in surprise, for Calpurnia rarely commented on the ways of white
people.” (Lee:15)
From the surprise of Scout and Jem toward Calpurnia behavior, the
reader can imagine how Radleys is in people’s mind, until Calpurnia who
never comment on the way of life of someone does the same thing toward Mr.
Radley. Actually, those people do not understand what they have been thought
about some people. They just accept some prejudices about certain people,
and suppose them as truth in society.
Boo Radley’s story is just a legend and gossip that never happen in
society. It just flows from lips to lips without understanding the truth.
Actually, no one knows about Radleys, people in Maycomb only justify them
and create illogical story about them. The readers can know that from what Miss
Stephanie Crawford has been said toward Jem,
“So Jem received most of his information from Miss Stephanie
Crawford, a neighborhood scold, who said she knew the whole thing.
According to Miss Stephanie, Boo was sitting in the livingroom
cutting some items from The Maycomb Tribune to paste in his
scrapbook. His father entered the room. As Mr. Radley passed by,
Boo drove the scissors into his parent’s leg, pulled them out, wiped
them on his pants, and resumed his activities. Mrs. Radley ran
screaming into the street that Arthur was killing them all, but when
the sheriff arrived he found Boo still sitting in the livingroom, cutting
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up the Tribune. He was thrirty-three years old then”. (Lee: 13)
“Miss Stephanie Crawford said she woke up in the middle of the
night one time and saw him looking straight through the window at
her… said his head was like a skull lookin’ at her”. (Lee: 16)
Some people make a fake stories about Radleys, especially Boo
Radley who never goes out from his house. Most of people in Maycomb
society prejudice toward him, whether they are whites or not. Boo Radley is
the one of Radleys who never come out from his house. Some people use it to
judge haphazardly about Boo Radley, but as a matter of fact they do not know
what actually happen with Radleys.
They just see that what Radley family does is strange custom that
never happen in their society. Thus, they think that it is enough to prejudge
toward them. From this dialogue the readers will understand that Boo
Radley’s stories are just no basis prejudgment from what Miss Maudie
Atkinson says to Scout someday,
“Arthur Radley just stays in the house, that’s all,” said Miss Maudie.
“Wouldn’t you stay in the house if you didn’t want to come out?”
“Yessum, but I’d wanta come out. Why doesn’t he?” Miss Maudie’s
eyes narrowed.”You know that story as well as I do.”
“I never heard why, though. Nobody ever told me why.”
Miss Maudie settled her bridgework. ”You know old Mr. Radley was
a foot-washing Baptist—”
…….“Foot-washers believe anything that’s pleasure is a sin.” (Lee:
58)
All people in Maycomb County believe about Radleys’ story,
especially about Boo or Arthur Radley. They do not know who does spread
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the rumor about Boo Radley, but these prejudices always happen in that
society. In sentences above, there is fact about Arthur Radley that is said by
Miss Maudie that Arthur Radley is not like people say. He just wants to stay in
his house, and only him who knows the reason exactly.
All of statements about Boo Radley never happen in society. He just
does one mistake that make people punish him with immoral title in society.
Actually, there are kindnesses which have been done by Boo Radley, and they
prove to Scout and Jem that people’s words are just prejudices without basis
against somebody. They get information about him from Miss Maudie and
they experience some things with their unexpected company, Boo Radley that
can change their mind about him.
“That is three-fourths colored folks and one-fourth Stephanie
Crawford,” said Miss Maudie grimly. “Stephanie Crawford even told
me once she woke up in the middle of the night and found him
looking in the window at her. I said what did you do, Stephanie,
move over in the bed and make room for him? That shut her up a
while.” (Lee: 60)
”No, child,” she said, “that is a sad house. I remember Arthur Radley
when he was a boy. He always spoke nicely to me, no matter what
folks said he did. Spoke as nicely as he knew how.” (Lee: 61)
In addition, the readers can know another truth about Boo when
Scout, Jem, and Dill go to Radley’s house in the middle of night, they have to
pass Radley’s fence. They stand up near the back window to know what is in
the Radley’s house. Because, they cannot hide their noise, Mr. Nathan Radley
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comes out to know what happen outside his house with a shotgun in on his
hand. They run away but Jem must leave his pants there. After that, there is
something that made Jem and Scout shock,
“Jem waved my words away as if fanning gnats. He was silent for a
while, then he said, ”When I went back for my breeches—they were
all in a tangle when I was gettin’ out of ‘em, I couldn’t get ‘em loose.
When I went back—” jem took a deep breath. “When I went back,
they were folded across the fence…like they were expectin’ me.”
“Across—”
“And something else—”Jem’s voice was flat. “Show you when we
get home. They’d been sewed up. Not like a lady sewed ‘em, like
somethin’ I’d try to do. All crooked. It’s almost like—”
“—somebody knew you were comin’ back for ‘em.”
“Jem shuddered. “Like somebody was readin’ my mind… like somebody
could tell what I was gonna do. Can’t anybody tell what I’m gonna do lest
they know me, can they, Scout?”
“Jem’s question was an appeal. I reassured him: “Can’t anybody tell
what you’re gonna do lest they live in the house with you, and even I
can’t tell sometimes.”(Lee: 78)
Arthur Radley has done some surprised things for Jem and Scout.
They never know that Boo Radley really understand them. He watches over
Scout and Jem in their everyday life. Boo Radley places small gifts in the
knothole to share with Jem and Scout. He places gum, pennies, and sop bar
sculptures of Jem and Scout. It is a form of communication between Boo and
Jem and Scout. It proves that Boo Radley is capable of kindness. He is not as
strange as everyone has supposed. He cares about Jem and Scout. He showers
them with gifts as a way to show his friendship. Those Boo’s actions make
them change their opinion about him. Those explain that everything is only no
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basis opinion about somebody.
”Somebody was staggerin’ around and pantin’ and—coughing fit to
die. I thought it was Jem at first, but it didn’t sound like him, so I
went lookin’ for Jem on the ground. I thought Atticus had come to
help us and had got wore out—”
“Who was it?”
“Why there he is, Mr. Tate, he can tell you his name.”
“As I said, I half pointed to the man in the corner, but brought my
arm down quickly lest Atticus reprimand me for pointing. It was
impolite to point.”
…………..
“When I pointed to him his palms slipped slightly, leaving greasy
sweat streaks on the wall, and hooked his thumb in his belt. A strange
small spasm shook him, as if he heard fingernails scrape slate, but as
I gazed at him in wonder tension slowly drained from his face. His
lips parted into a timid smile, and our neighbor’s image blurred with
my sudden tears”.
“Hey, Boo,” I said.” (Lee: 362)
The explanations above strengthen that what people said for long
time about Boo Radley is just beliefs which has no basis. Those are just
assessment about somebody else without clear knowledge. He is just a man
who lives with his own way that is different from society.
“Did you forget your lunch this morning?” asked Miss Caroline
“Yeb’m,” he finally mumbled.
Miss Caroline went to her desk and opened her purse. “Here’s a
quarter,” she said to Walter. “Go and eat downtown today. You can
pay me back tomorrow.”
Walter shook his head. “Nome thank you ma’am,” he drawled softly.
(Lee: 25)
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Scout says this about the Cunningham to Miss Caroline;
“The Cunningham never took anything they can’t pay back-no
church basket and no scrip stamps. They never took anything off of
anybody, they get along on what they have. They don’t have much,
but they get along on it.”(Lee:26).
The Cunninghams never take anything they cannot afford to give
back. They do not want something that they cannot earn on their own. The
Cunninghams are honest and loyal people who know not to steal or take any
advantages from somebody else because of their unfortunate, living situation.
In To Kill a Mockingbird, Aunt Alexandra (Jem and Scout’s aunt) is
a good example of prejudice between the classes. She thinks that families
have certain traits that are passed down in their bloodlines. These make some
families good and others bad. She believes that the Finches are one of the
good families. It means that Jem and Scout must act in certain ways that are
appropriate to upper class people. Her attitude towards any group or person
that she considers to be lower than her on the social pyramid of Maycomb is
distinguished with her attitude towards the Cunninghams, when Scout
suggests that she should invite one over.
“She took off her glasses and stared at me. “I’ll tell you why,” she
said. “Because - he - is - trash, that’s why you can’t play with him.
I’ll not have you around him, picking up his habits and learning
Lord-knows-what. You’re enough of a problem to your father as it
is”” (Lee:301)
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“Don’t be silly, Jean Louise,” said Aunt Alexandra, “The thing is,
you can scrub Walter Cunningham till he shines, you can put him in
shoes and a new suit, but he’ll never be like Jem. Besides, there’s a
drinking streak in that family a mile wide. Finch women are’t
interested in that sort of people.” (Lee:299-300)
This shows the symbolism of the high class society. Aunt Alexandra
regards herself and the rest of the Finches as the “royalty of Maycomb” and
she tries to make Scout understand this notion. She believes that no Finch
should associate with people who have low social statuses.
2. Racial Prejudice Against Black People
Black people at the time would have been afraid to show their
true feelings of white ways for fear of further prejudice from Black
people or for losing their jobs. Therefore it perhaps is realistic
that Black discontent can only be shown to a child who is breaking the
rules of segregation that have been prescribed for black people by
white people.
There are the other descriptions in Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird that explain prejudiced person will refuse to change their
judgment about someone even though they have looked at unassailable
evidence. This case also happens in courtroom, when Mayella Ewell and Bob
Ewell give some witnesses about Tom Robinson’s case.
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They say that Tom Robinson rapes Mayella Ewell in her home. But,
Mr. Heck Tate as sheriff, the first man who is called by judge to give a witness
that reveals the fact. We can look at the chronology of trial in the court, when
witnesses are giving their explanation.
Mr. Tate said, “Oh yes, that’d make it her right. It was her right eye,
Mr. Finch. I remember now, she was bunged up on that side of her
face…”
…..”Sheriff, please repeat what you said.” “It was her right eye, I
said.”
“No…”Atticus walked to the court reporter’s desk and bent down to
the furiously scribbling hand. It stopped, flipped back the shorthand
pad, and the court reporter said, “Mr. Finch. I remember now she was
bunged up on that side of the face.”
Atticus looked up at Mr. Tate.”Which side again Heck?”
“The right side, Mr. Finch, but she had more bruises—you wanta
hear about ‘em?” (Lee: 225)
Mr. Heck Tate’s explanation actually gives little direction to clear the
fact, although that is not clear enough to show who the doer is. But, Atticus
tries to reveal another explanation that helps to find the fact, because the
direction is not clear enough to conclude the truth. Therefore, he asks Mr. Bob
Ewell to write down on an envelope. From that testimony, everybody in the
courtroom understands that he is a left-handed person.
‘“Would you write your name for us?” he asked. “Clearly now, so
the jury can see you do it.”
…”What’s so interestin’?” he asked
“You’re left-handed, Mr. Ewell,” said Judge Taylor. (Lee:237).
Then, when Mr. Gilmer (Mayella’s advocate) asks one more
question, that gives one more clear explanation about Bob Ewell.
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“Mr. Gilmer asked him one more question. “About your writing with
your left hand, are ambidextrous, Mr. Ewell?”
“I most positively am not, I can use one hand good as the other. One
hand good as the other,” he added, glaring at the defense table.”
“I didn’t think so: Atticus was trying to show, it seemed to me, that
Mr. Ewell could have beaten up Mayella. That much I could follow.
If her right eye was blacked and she was beaten mostly on the right
of the face, it would tend to show that a left-handed person did it.
Sherlock Holmes and Jem Finch would agree. But Tom Robinson
could easily be left-handed too. Like Mr. Heck Tate, I imagined a
person facing me, went through a swift mental pantomime, and
concluded that he might have held her with his right hand and
pounded her with his left. I looked down at him. His back was to us,
but I could see his shoulders and bull-thick neck. He could easily
have done it….”(Lee: 238)
Tom Robinson just becomes scapegoat to strengthen the prejudice of
audiences and juries about black man. There is another explanation that makes
everything about the truth clear.
“…Will you identify the man who raped you?”
“I will, that’s him right yonder.”
Atticus turned to the defendant. “Tom, stand up. Let Miss Mayella
have a good long look at you. Is this the man, Miss Mayella?”
Tom Robinson’s powerful shoulders rippled under his thin shirt. He
rose to his feet and stood with his right hand on the back of his chair.
He looked oddly off balance, but it was not from the way he was
standing. His left arm was fully twelve inches shorter than his right,
and hung dead at his side. It ended in a small shriveled that it was no
use to him. (Lee: 248)
Atticus said,”Is this the man who rapped you?” “It most certainly is.”
…Mayella was raging. “I don’t know how he done it, but he done
it—I said it all happened so fast I—”(Lee: 249)
“I got somethin’ to say an’ then I ain’t gonna say no more. That
nigger yonder took advantage of me ‘an if you fine fancy gentlemen
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don’t wanta do nothin’ about it then you’re all yellow stinkin’
cowards, stinkin’ cowards, the lot of you.”(18.251)
Those explanations are clear enough to make us understand the fact
of Tom’s case. He is just a victim of prejudiced environment. Mayella Ewell
and Bob Ewell are poor white persons, and they really understand what their
environment is.
Most of people in Maycomb environment suppose that is strange
when white person get along with blacks, because they think that blacks are
people with many negative images. Therefore, Mayella and Bob use Tom
Robinson as a defendant, because he is save target for this case.
In the closing speech of Atticus in the court, he tries to convince the
juries that Tom Robinson is a victim not the doer. Everything has been clear
that Tom Robinson does not rape Mayella Ewell, but he enters to complicated
situation when a white woman does unforgivable thing toward a black man,
she wants to kiss a black man. Bob Ewell knows that, and then he hit the left
eye of Mayella.
That event will make them ashamed to walk in society, because the
white person does inappropriate thing. Perhaps it will be different if they do it
with white man but she obvious does it toward a black man, the lower classes
in society. Ewells does not have anything to be proud, because they are the
poor whites in society. The one that they have is just the similar thought as the
other white people. But, Mayella destroys that, thus they must make Tom
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Robinson stays away from them by using him as scapegoat of this case. This
way can fuel prejudice in society and influence the juries that are gathered
from whites.
In the continuing story, then juries are out to make decision that will
be the verdict. The evidences have been clear that every direction points Bob
Ewell as violent doer. Therefore, Tom Robinson will be free, because the
proofs are not strong enough to decide him as the doer. But, the decision of
juries is not irrational. They still determine Tom Robinson is guilty. It is meant
that he will hang for this case, as we can see this quotation below:
“I shut my eyes. Judge Taylor was polling the jury: “Guilty…
guilty… guilty… guilty…”I peeked at Jem: his hands were white
from gripping the balcony rail, and his shoulders jerked as if each
“guilty” was a separate stab between them.” (Lee: 282)
From the chronological event above, people who have prejudged the
others will face difficulty to change their mind. Despite they have looked at
the unassailable evidences, they will still maintain their feeling and racial
prejudice toward the victim of their prejudice. They cannot assess someone
else objectively, because their decision is made solely depend on their
prejudgment not logic.
Furthermore, the racial prejudice of juries and white people against
blacks or the other people in Maycomb influences their mind to take decision.
They can give stereotype to the other people often dominant people against
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minorities as one of form of racial prejudice in society. However, stereotype
will be more effective to prejudge somebody else in society, because
stereotype always influences someone treats the others in society.
…”Your father’s no better than the niggers and trash he works for!”
(Lee: 135)
“I don’t think it’s a good habit, Atticus. It encourages them. You
know how they talk among themselves. Everything that happens in
this town’s out to the Quarters before sundown.”(Lee: 210)
“And so a quite, respectable, humble Negro who had the unmitigated
temerity to ‘feel sorry’ for a white woman has had to put his word
against two white people’s. I need not remind you of their appearance
and conduct on the stand—you saw them for yourselves. …confident
that you gentlemen would go along with them on the assumption—
the evil assumption—that all Negroes lie, that all Negroes are
basically immoral beings, that all Negro men are not to be trusted
around our women, an assumption one associates with minds of their
caliber.”(Lee: 273)
“….I knowed who it was, all right, lived down yonder in that nigger-
nest, passed the house every day. Judge, I’ve asked this county for
fifteen years to clean out that nest down yonder, they’re dangerous to
live around ‘sides devaluin’my property—” (Lee: 234)
Moreover, the stereotype was still instilled in their mind, even though
Tom Robinson was passed away. They did not care about the witness of Tom
Robinson, and illogical Ewells’ explanations. People still talk to the other
about Tom Robinson that his way to die is Blacks’ style.
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“Maycomb was interested by the news of Tom’s death for perhaps
two days: two days was enough the information to spread through the
county. ”Did you hear about?... No? Well, they say he was runnin’ fit
to beat lightin’…” To Maycomb, Tom’s death was typical. Typical of
a nigger to cut and run. Typical of a nigger’s mentality to have no
plan, no thought for the future, just run blind first chance he saw.
Funny thing, Atticus Finch might’ve got him off scot free, but wait—
? Hell no. you know how they are. Easy come, easy go.”(Lee: 322)
There are the other racial prejudices suppose to someone who
becomes the close person of troubled people. They will be assessed with the
same assessment, as what Calpurnia’s explanation to answer Scout’s question.
”Cal, I know Tom Robinson’s in jail an’ he’s done somethin’ awful,
but why won’t folks hire Helen?” I asked.
Calpurnia, in her navy voile dress and tub of a hat, walked between
Jem and me. “It’s because of what folks say Tom’s done,” she said.
“Folks aren’t anxious to—to have anything to do with any of his
family.” (Lee: 164)
What Calpurnia said about Helen, Tom’s wife is the form of
discrimination. They do not want to hire Helen, because her husband is
accused of raping white woman, but fact is not revealed yet. People who do
not want to hire Helen anymore do not assess someone objectively.
Racial prejudice about Blacks has been had by Maycomb people for
long time, thus they generalize Tom’s family members have the same
character. They do not want to look at Helen because they are influenced by
the old racial prejudice in their society.
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B. The Causes of Racial Prejudice
Differences which are emerged in society can become root of racial
prejudice. Racial prejudice exists in society because people have feelings or
prejudge about various or different traits, cultural background and practice,
and the other differences. Dominant people often cannot accept differences
among their society. (Perry, 2003: 175) took Allport’s theory of contact, that if
status inequality exists and one group is dominant over the other, prejudice
remains the same or actually increase.
Many people in one society often want to establish the similarities of
custom, ideology, preference, and another aspect in society. Therefore, when
the major of people find something different or something new in their
society, there are two responds which will happen. They will accept the new
thing and let it is stuck in society, or they will refuse it without understanding
that new thing and will not ever let it exists in society. That is like what the
most people of Maycomb do toward differences which are emerged in their
society. There are some differences which are emerged in Maycomb County.
1. Difference in Custom
The reason why people prejudge Boo Radley can be found from
Scout’s words. She has known the reasons.
The misery of that house began many years before Jem and I were
born. The Radleys, welcome anywhere in town, kept to themselves, a
predilection unforgivable in Maycomb. They did not go to church,
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Maycomb principal recreation, but worshiped at home; Mrs. Radley
seldom if ever crossed the street for a mid-morning coffee break with
her neighbors, and certainly never joined missionary circle...(Lee: 11)
What Radley family does in Maycomb society as new comer in that
society explains to us about background of prejudice which is done by
Maycomb people. That explains clearly that Radleys has different customs
from Maycomb society. They go nowhere, just keep the members of family in
the house. Besides that, they do not go to the church, the important place in
Maycomb County. Radleys also does another alien thing; they close the door
when Sunday comes.
In the journey of time, Maycomb people adapt Radleys’ customs. But,
then prejudgments are emerged among people in society. Without knowing where
the information about Radleys, especially Boo Radley comes from, most of
people prejudges them in negative labels. Hence, no one wants to get along with
them. Those prejudices succeed to frighten major people in Maycomb County.
Many people in society whether they are old or young will always
feel different from the others, if they keep in mind that they are different from
others gradually. Even the children who are innocence toward this life can feel
if certain people are different from them. Scout, Jem, and the other children in
Maycomb Conty they have already known that Radley family is strange
people in their society. Those children also do the same thing with the other
people. They stay away from that family.
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Moreover, the gulf of differences will be opened for long time, if
there are some groups of people make those differences hyperbole. Boo
Radley has been made as the object of prejudice by many people in Maycomb
County, until emerging some fake stories about him and his family. One of
people who make the difference hyperbole is Miss Stephanie Crawford who
lives near Scout’s house. Therefore, the differences in Maycomb County grow
up well from generation to the next generation for years. Therefore, the
differences can emerge prejudice in society because it is kept in mind and
strongly installed by hyperbole stories.
So Jem received most of his information from Miss Stephanie
Crawford, a neighborhood scold, who said she knew the whole thing.
According to Miss Stephanie, Boo was sitting in the livingroom
cutting some items from The Maycomb Tribune to paste in his
scrapbook. His father entered the room. As Mr. Radley passed by,
Boo drove the scissors into his parent’s leg, pulled them out, wiped
them on his pants, and resumed his activities. (Lee: 13)
Besides, there are the other sources of information about Boo Radley
and his family which are saved by another people in Maycomb society.
According to neighborhood legend, when the younger Radley boy
was in his teens he became acquainted with some of the
Cunninghams from Old Sarum, an enormous and confusing tribe
domiciled in the northern part of the county, and they formed the
nearest thing to a gang ever see in Maycomb. They did little, but
enough to be discussed by the town and publicly warned from three
pulpits: they hung around the barbershop; they rode the bus to
Abbotsville on Sundays and went to the picture show; they attended
dances at the county’s riverside gambling hell, the Dew-Drop Inn &
Fishing Camp; they experimented with stumphole whiskey. Nobody
in Maycomb had nerve enough to tell Mr. Radley that his boy was in
with the wrong crowd. (Lee: 12)
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Prejudice toward Boo Radley will always fulfill in Maycomb people’s
life, if it is always talked and kept up in society. The stories about Boo Radley
and his family do not ever happen in Maycomb County, because those are just
according to neighborhood legend. People know that legend is not true story. It
does not happen in a real life, because it is just a fiction.
Those facts are also supported by what Miss Maudie said to Scout.
When they were sitting on Miss Maudie’s porch in one evening, Scout got some
truths about Boo Radley.
“Do you think they’re true, all those things they say about B—Mr.
Arthur?”
“What things?”
I told her.
“That is three-fourths colored folks and one-fourth Stephanie
Crawford,” said Miss Maudie grimly. “Stephanie Crawford even told
me once she woke up in the middle of the night and found him looking
in the window at her. I said what did you do, Stephanie, move over in
the bed and make room for him? That shut her up a while.” (Lee: 60)
Those Miss Maudie’s words explain to us why prejudices against
Radleys are always saved well in Maycomb society. Miss Maudie is one of
people who look at everything wisely, and she is not infected by Maycomb’s
disease, which is prejudice. Therefore, her words can be believed by
everyone. She says that all of things about Boo Radley come from three-
fourth colored people and one-fourth Miss Stephanie Crawford who always
makes fake story about Boo Radley. When Mrs. Maudie syas that is one-
fourth Stephanie Crawford, she means that Mrs. Crawford probably made a
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fourth of it up, based on what she heard from other colored folks. It is
probably Mr. Crawford’s stories that makes everybody so  scared of Boo
Radley. Therefore, prejudice against Boo Radley will be alive in Maycomb
County as long as there are some people keep it for existing in their society.
2. Difference in Race
Most of the people in Maycomb County cannot accept any difference
in their society. White people are dominant people in that place; everything
therefore is taken over by them. They are people in majority which is not
meant as large number, but they have power in Maycomb County to organize
and decide. Despite the difference is emerged from white people, they do not
care, because every difference is meant as confrontation for them. Most of
whites hate black people, because they have different appearance from whites.
It will be clear if we look at what Atticus has said to Jem.
”You know rape’s a capital offense in Alabama,” said Atticus.
“Yessir, but the jury didn’t have to give him death—if they wanted to
they could’ve gave him twenty years.”
“Given,” said Atticus. “Tom Robinson’s a colored man, Jem. No jury
in this part of the world’s going to say,’We think you’re guilty, but
not very,’ on a charge like that. It was either a straight acquittal or
nothing.” (Lee: 293-294)
Atticus says to Jem that Tom Robinson is a colored man. That is the
point of why black people never get justice in the court yard. Therefore, many
people in Maycomb County do not agree with Atticus, because he will not
ever win his case. Those people have already understood if what the kind of
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case is being solved by Atticus. It explains to us that the thing which
differentiates someone from somebody else to get justice is color of their skin.
People will prejudice the others because they have black skin. Most
of all people in Maycomb County cannot tolerate black people if they have
done mistake, even when a black man do not do what people say. Juries in the
court will still punish Tom Robinson because he is different from juries. That
difference is so strongly instilled in Whites’ mind, until they cannot see who
is guilty in that case.
“No, the answer is she knows I know she tries. That’s what makes
the difference. What bothers me is that she and Jem will have to
absorb some ugly things pretty soon. I’m not worried about Jem
keeping his head, but Scout’d just as soon jump on someone as look
at him if her pride’s at stake....”
I waited for Uncle Jack to break his promise. He still didn’t.
“Atticus, how bad is this going to be? You haven’t had too much
chance to discuss it.”
“It couldn’t be worse, Jack. The only thing we’ve got is a black
man’s word against the Ewells’” (Lee:116)
There are another conversation which explain that black people’s
trial is not case that needed to be advocated. Everybody knows that Blacks
will be guilty, although the evidences cannot be found. Therefore, the close
persons of Atticus feel that Tom Robinson’s case is not easy to finish.
“…movin’ him to the county jail tomorrow,” Mr. Tate was saying, “I
don’t look for any trouble, but I can’t guarantee there won’t be
any…”
“Don’t be foolish, Heck,” Atticus said. “This is Maycomb.”
“…said I was just uneasy.”
“Heck, we’ve gottenone postponement of this case just to make sure
there’s nothing to be uneasy about. This is Saturday,” Atticus said.
“Trial’ll probably be Monday. You can keep him one night, can’t
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you? I don’t think anybody in Maycomb’ll begrudge me a client,
with times this hard.”
There was a murmur of glee that died suddenly when Mr. Link Deas
said, “Nobody around here’s up to anything, it’s that Old Sarum
bunch I’m worried about…can’t you get a—what is it, Heck?”
“Change of venue,” said Mr. Tate. “Not much point in that, now is
it?”
Atticus said something inaudible. I turned to Jem, who waved me to
silence.
“—besides,” Atticus was saying, “you’re not scared of that crowd,
are you? ” (Lee: 194)
Mr. Heck Tate wants to move Tom Robinson because he is worried
that someone will try to hurt him, because the town is pretty stirred up over
Tom Robinson’s trial. To most white men, Tom Robinson is just another
black man. They do not know him personally. They do not go to church with
him or know his family. His children do not go to school with theirs. When he
is accused of rape by Mayella Ewell, it does not matter that there is no
evidence. All that matters is that she is white and he is black.
Mr. Heck Tate, the sheriff, is worried that a mob of men might try to
attack Tom Robinson while he is awaiting his trial. Atticus argues that no one
in Maycomb will take his client from him. He also thinks the men will not
drink on Sunday, but Mr. Heck Tate is still worried about the men from “Old
Sarum”.
… “—don’t see why you touched it in the first place,” Mr. Link Deas
was saying. “You’ve got everything to lose from this, Atticus. I mean
everything.”
… “Link, that boy might go to the chair, but he’s not going till the
truth’s told.” Atticus’s voice was even. “And you know what the
truth is.” (Lee: 195)
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Those people talk about Tom Robinson’s case. They think that what
Atticus has been done will fade away, because Atticus advocates different
man from different group. He is black man that has negative images in
Maycomb County, even though still there are some people who do not care
with difference. But, almost people in Maycomb society cannot accept black
people with unclear reason why they hate black people. Their hatred is gotten
from entailment of generation before them.
Furthermore, prejudice against Blacks will be alive in Maycomb
County, because there are some people keep it in Maycomb society
intentionally. Therefore, prejudice against them will exist in Maycomb
County for long time. That is like what Aunt Alexandra does, because she
always talks about Calpurnia, a black cook in Atticus’ family.
“…you’ve got to do something about her,” Aunty was saying.
“You’ve let things go on too long, Atticus, too long.”
“I don’t see any harm in letting her go out there. Cal’d look after her
there as well as she does here.”
… “Atticus, it’s all right to be soft-hearted, you’re an easy man, but
you have a daughter to think of. A daughter who’s growing up.”
“That’s what I am thinking of.”
“And don’t try to get around it. You’ve got to face it sooner or later
and it might as well be tonight. We don’t need her now.” (Lee: 182)
Aunt Alexandra tries to make Calpurnia goes out from Atticus’
house, because she argues that Calpurnia has negative influence toward Scout,
because she is in growth age. Implicitly, Aunt Alexandra says that Calpurnia
is a black woman, and she can make Jem or Scout grow in negative way. The
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core of problem is because Calpurnia is black people. Therefore, Aunt
Alexandra is one of people who are influenced by prejudice against black
people, also she is one of actors who always keeps prejudice against them in
society. That thing is also done by some people like missionary women, when
they are meeting in Atticus’ house.
“Sin and squalor—what was that, Gertrude?” Mrs. Merriweather
turned on her chimes for the lady sitting beside her. “Oh that. Well, I
always say forgive and forget, forgive and forget. Thing that church
ought to do is help her lead a Christian life for those children from
here on out. Some of the men ought to go out there and tell that
preacher to encourage her.”
“Excuse me, Mrs. Merriweather,” I interrupted, “are you all talking
about Mayella Ewell?”
“May—? No, child. That darky’s wife. Tom’s wife, Tom—”
“Robinson, ma’am.”
Mrs. Merriweather turned back to her neighbor. “There’s one thing I
truly believe, Gertrude,” she continued, “but some people just don’t
see it my way. If we just let them know we forgive ‘em, that we’ve
forgotten it, then this whole thing’ll blow over.” (Lee: 309-310)
Those women talk about Tom Robinson’s wife. Some of them still
think that Tom Robinson is guilty in his case, although the explanations of
Ewell cannot be proved. But, those do not change many white people to
understand the truth. The fact which shows to audiences in the courthouse
does not change Whites’ mind about Tom Robinson, because he is different
from them, and because he is black. Difference which is kept by the part of
people in Maycomb County will always attack black people and white people
who defend them. Mrs. Dubose, an old lady who spent the time in her home
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always speaks out about Negro and calls Atticus as Nigger lover to Jem and
Scout.
“Yes indeed, what has this world come to when a Finch goes against
his raising? I’ll tell you!” She put her hand to her mouth. When she
drew it away, it trailed a long silver thread of saliva. “Your father’s
no better than the niggers and trash he works for!” (Lee: 135)
Mrs. Dubose says that Atticus goes against what has been taught by
people before him. It is white people are different from black people, and they
cannot be unified. Her words explain to us that differences in Maycomb
County between black and white people are given from generation to the next
generation. Therefore, actually they do not have the logic reason why they
hate Negroes and always prejudice them.
C. The Impacts of Racial Prejudice
1. Segregation
Prejudice is not simple attitude in society. It can be emerged some
social problems in society. Prejudice can create social distance between
majority and minority in society. Majority will not want to get along with
people in minority, because they feel minority is different from them and they
are superior in society. In Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, white people
will get along with another white people, and blacks do too. Blacks and whites
in Maycomb County never have a seat together to drink some glasses of tea
like what white people do on Sunday. Blacks and Whites just keep interaction
in occupation. We can see that Calpurnia, Jessy, Sophie, Zeebo, and the other
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black people do not get job except as employee in Maycomb society. They
will be separated by their skin color. Black people access to public facilities
(the right of every citizen) is restricted.
”Why’s he sittin’ with the colored folks?”
“Always does. He likes ‘em better’n he likes us, I reckon. Lives by
himself way down near the county line.” (16.214)
”Jem,” I asked, “what’s a mixed child?”
“Half white, half colored. You’ve seen ‘em, Scout. You know that
red-kinky-headed one that delivers for the drugstore. He’s half white.
They’re really sad.”
“Sad, how come?”
“They don’t belong anywhere. Colored folks won’t have ‘em because
they’re half white; white folks won’t have ‘em ‘cause they’re
colored, so they’re just in-betweens, don’t belong anywhere… ”
(Lee: 215)
“What was one Negro, more or less, among two hundred of
‘em?”(Lee: 315)
In Maycomb County, if there is someone from black people marries
with white people, it will be ashamed. It is like what Jem says to Scout and
Dill that the children of white and black people called mixed children. They
are not recognized by white people and black people. Therefore, segregation
is not just in public facilities, but it happen in marriage. No one wants to pass
the rule.
Besides, parents often forbid their children to get along with black
people, as what Aunt Alexandra does to Scout;
I told him in detail about our trip to church with Calpurnia. Atticus
seemed to enjoy it, but Aunt Alexandra, who was sitting in a corner
quietly sewing, put down her embroidery and stared at us.
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”You all were coming back from Calpurnia’s church that Sunday?”
Jem said, “Yessum, she took us.”
I remembered something.”Yessum, and she promised me I could
come out to her house some afternoon. Atticus, I’ll go next Sunday if
it’s all right, can I? Cal said she’d come get me if you were off in the
car.”
“You may not.”
Aunt Alexandra said it…” (Lee: 181)
Because Scout asks her father to accompany her go to Calpurnia’s
house, Aunt Alexandra directly forbids her to go there. She knows what place
that will be visited by her niece. White people are not appropriate to go to
black people’s home, because they can be in equal line in life.
Furthermore, Blacks are forbidden to use public facilities like what
white people get. White people get public facilities better than them, because
they have power in society. White people segregate black people in many
things. They segregate them for living place. Black people cannot live in the
same environment with white people.
Lee gives the reader the widest view of the Black community as it is
based their church. This is where the reader realizes just how badly the
community is treated. The church is used as a location for gambling by white
men, which is clearly disrespectful. Scout and Jem are surprised when they
ironically experience prejudice while attending Calpurnia’s church. The entire
congregation gives the Finch children a warm welcome, except one: a tall
woman named Lula who asks Calpurnia why she has brought white children
to the African-American church. One of the examples is reflected in the novel
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(12.158) below
“I wants to know why you bringin’ white chillum to nigger church.”
“You ain’t got no business bringin’ white chillun here—they got their
church, we got our’n. It is our church, ai’t it, Miss Cal?”
Lula shows that personal, social and political history affects how
people behave. Lula is bitter because the white people are allowed to come to
her church but she is not allowed to go to the white's church. Lula’s history of
being a subject of racism has made her generally angry. When Lula becomes
upset at Calpurnia for bringing Jem and Scout to the Negro church, it is shows
the theme of the evils of prejudice and segregation in the South during the
1930s.
Everything was segregated, including the courtroom. The Black
community all must sit together in the balcony, while the White community
sits down below. They also must wait for the Whites to enter the courtroom
before they go up the stairs (as seen in chapter 16). According to Scout’s
description in the novel below.
“The Negroes, having waited for the white people to upstairs, began
to come in”. (Lee: 218)
“There’s not a seat downstairs.” (Lee: 219)
“The Colored balcony ran along three walls of the courtroom like a
second-story veranda, and from it could see everything” (Lee: 219).
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Since the children are late in entering the courtroom and find there
are no more seats downstairs, they end up sitting in the Colored balcony after
Reverend Sykes makes a place for them.
“Reverend Skyes came puffing behind us, and steered us gently
through the black people in the balcony. Four Negroes rose and gave
us their front-row seats.” (Lee:219)
This separate seating in the courtroom shows the segregation that
permeates Maycomb, a place where schools and other public facilities are
segregated, where Blacks are seen as inferior and undeserving of employment
other than menial labor and where they are treated as second class citizens.
”…I knowed who it was, all right, lived down yonder in that nigger-
nest, passed the house every day…”(Lee: 234)
Different people in society will be separated from the others. Black
people cannot use similar facilities with white people. They cannot be white
people’s neighborhood, they cannot sit down in the same balcony of the
courtroom, black people have different jail, and for worshiping to the same
God they must build their church by themselves. Prejudice makes people
really feel that they are superior to the others. They must be get special
facilities, because they just do not want to be similar with people whom they
prejudge to. According to Henslin (2007: 16):
Segregation is internal colonialism, because the government restricts
the part of people in their country to get the similar public facilities
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with the others. The government does not allow certain people to get
their right in their own country.
The government treats their certain citizens unfairly, because they
cannot get the same right in their country.
2. Discrimination
In To Kill a Mockingbird, a hatred which is had by certain people
toward the others is caused by racial prejudices in their mind. When they have
prejudged another people, they will not be able to look at them in clear
thought. Therefore, they treat the other individuals unfairly which often called
discrimination.
Racial prejudice also emerges discrimination in society. Schaefer
(2004: 75) argued that discrimination is the denial of opportunities and equal
rights to individuals and groups because of prejudice or arbitrary reasons.
Furthermore, prejudice can be the background of discrimination, because
prejudgment can stimulate individual or group to discriminate the others. The
government which consists of white people does not give fair treatment to
Black people.
“Calpurnia laughed. “Wouldn’t do any good,” she said. “They can’t
read.”
“Can’t read?” I asked. “All those folks?”
“That’s right,” Calpurnia nodded. “Can’t but about four folks in First
Purchase read…I’m one of ‘em.”
“Where’d you go to school, Cal?” asked Jem.
“Nowhere. Let’s see now, who taught me my letters? It was Miss
Maudie Atkinson’s aunt, old Miss Buford—”” (Lee: 165)
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That conversation between Calpurnia and Scout in Blacks’ church
explains clearly that most of black people are illiterate. They cannot read and
write until they become an adult. Harper Lee does not explain more why black
people are illiterate indeed. Discrimination has been occurred there, because
all of Whites go to school even it is compulsory for them. But, black people
do not get that facility. They live without education which actually citizen
must get as their right in their nation.
Besides that, there is evidence that explains discrimination in Harper
Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, when Jem talks to Reverend.
“Jem smiled. “He’s not supposed to lean, Reverend, but don’t fret,
we’ve won it, “he said wisely.”Don’t see how any jury could convict
on what we heard—”
“Now don’t you be confident, Mr. Jem, I ain’t ever seen any jury
decide in favor of colored man over a white man….” (Lee: 279)
Reverend’s words are proof of discrimination in the court against
black people. In Maycomb County, the juries are never from black people.
Therefore, when a black man has a case in court, they have already known
that they have little chance to win. This case is also strengthened by Atticus’s
words.
“Yessir, but the jury didn’t have to give him death—if they wanted to
they couldn’ve gave him twenty years.
“Given,” said Atticus. “Tom Robinson’s a colored man, Jem. No jury
in this part of the world’s going to say, ‘We think you’re guilty, but
not very,’on a charge like that. It was either a straight acquittal or
nothing.” (Lee: 294)
Also in these two quotations below:
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“There’s something in our world that makes men lose their heads—
they couldn’t be fair if they tried. In our courts, when it’s a white
man’s word against a black man’s, the white man always wins.
They’re ugly, but those are the facts of life”. (Lee: 295)
”I told him what I thought, but I couldn’t in truth say that we had
more than a good chance. I guess Tom was tired of white men’s
chances and preferred to take his own…” (Lee: 315)
Courtroom is a horrible place for black people. They never get justice
treatment from the law world. That is ironic, because court is place where
human gets advocacy and fairness. There is no chance for black people to be
free when they are not guilty like Tom Robinson. The reason is very clear,
because the juries who hold important role in the court are from white people,
no one from black people.
They do discrimination toward black people trough their power in a
courtroom. Whites as juries in the courtroom will defend the other white
people even though they are guilty. White persons are never punished upon
black people no matter what their fault. The juries bring individual hatred to
the courtroom that influences their decision to make verdict. Tom Robinson is
an example of injustice treatment in prejudiced society.
3. Oppression
Oppression of a group towards another group will take place if a
group named as the oppressor that has power to the other group named the
oppressed, uses it is power to exploit and treat them wrong concerning it is
superiority.
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Moreover, racial prejudice can make certain people oppress the other
people in society. Macionis (2007: 371) argued that prejudice is a tool by
major people to oppress the other people. Oppression can be done in many
ways. The readers can find oppression which is done by prejudiced persons
toward people who want to help a black man.
He had announced in the schoolyard the day before that Scout
Finch’s daddy defended niggers.
“My folks said your daddy was a disgrace an’ that nigger oughta
hang the water-tank!” (Lee: 102)
Those words explain to us that white people oppress Atticus and his
family because he defends a black man. Despite Atticus is a white man, he has
been a black man’s lawyer. Many white people do not agree with it, because
the black man is a black man, it cannot be changed, and he must not be
defended by white person. Atticus Finch gets oppression continually from the
other white people, because they hate what Atticus has been done toward Tom
Robinson.
”Lemme tell you somethin’ now, Billy,” a third said, “You know the
court appointed him to defend this nigger.”
“Yeah, but Atticus aims to defend him. That’s what I don’t like about
it.” (Lee: 218)
“…I tell you there are some good but misguided people in this town.
Good, but misguided. Folks in this town who think they’re doing
right, I mean. Now far be it from me to say who, but some of ‘em in
this town thought they were doing the right thing a while back, but all
they did was stir’ em up. That’s all they did.” (Lee: 311)
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Atticus Finch has defended the enemy of white people. Therefore,
Atticus also becomes most of white people’s enemy. He and his family get
oppression for long time from people hate them. Tom Robinson also gets
oppression at the night, when he is in the jail. Some white people go to the jail
to lynch tom Robinson.
Yet, it is failed because Atticus has thought about that, and he guards
the jail’s door to avoid them.
“In ones and twos, men got out of the cars. Shadows became
substance as lights revealed solid shapes moving toward the jail door.
Atticus remained where he was. The men hid him from view.
“He in there, Mr. Finch?” a man said.
“He is,” we heard Atticus answer, “and he’s asleep. Don’t wake him
up.”
“…You know what we want,” another man said. “Get aside from the
door, Mr. Finch.” (Lee: 202)
That is the kind of oppression which is done by white people to black
people, when they know there is a black man has problem with white people.
This kind of oppression is very dangerous, because they want to kill a human.
Tom Robinson’s case will be talked tomorrow in the court, but they do not
care about that. Because of their prejudice, their hatred has been developed in
their mind. It encourages them to do violence toward the others.
The hatred is still brought, even when Tom Robinson has been
passed away. Atticus and family experience it in their daily living, as what
people said about Atticus and Bob Ewell.
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“…this morning Mr. Bob Ewell stopped Atticus on the post office
corner, spat in his face, and told him he’d get him if it took the rest of
his life”. (Lee: 290)
And the climax is when Bob Ewell wants to kill Scout and Jem in
Halloween night. In page 357-362 Harper Lee explains about the chronology
of murdered attempt toward Scout and Jem. Bob Ewell has said to Atticus that
he can kill anybody in his family, because he has defended a black man.
Racial prejudice makes Bob Ewell hates Atticus very much. He has big
revenge to him, because however Attticus has revealed the facts of what
Ewells do against Tom Robinson. Racial prejudice creates the horrible
oppression in society that makes the others live in threat. It can make people
live in society unsafely. Of course, it disturbs harmonic of life among people
in society.
D. Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird as the Mirror of Racial
Prejudice in Alabama
Alabama is a state that has many historical stories about racial
prejudice among Whites and Blacks. It causes discrimination, segregation, and
oppression in society. Lee uses her story to reflect the real condition in
Alabama. She uses Depression time in 1930s as the setting of her novel.
“…I tell you if my Sophy’d kept it up another day I’d have let her go.
It’s never entered that wool of hers that the only reason I keep her is
because this depression’s on and she needs her dollar and a quarter
every week she can get it.” (Lee: 312)
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Also what Scout said about Bob Ewell shows that the setting of time
in To Kill a Mockingbird.
“The first thing was that Mr. Bob Ewell acquired and lost a job in a
matter of days and probably made himself unique in the annals of the
nineteen- thirties…” (Lee: 332)
In 1930s there were many racial treatments in Alabama against black
people. Segregation was decided by government became the rule of citizens.
Oppression and discrimination between Whites and Blacks had been occurred
from 1800s that was long time struggle to get one word, justice. It was an
expensive thing to reach at that time, because for reaching it, Afro-Americans
needed to do many sacrifices. They were minority in power not in the
numbers. White people took over the sides of government, so they were in
politic, economic, law, education, and others.
The readers can look at the Scottsborro boys’ case in 1931-1937.
That year was when Harper Lee was still young girl. Nine Afro-American
boys were accused of raping two white women that made them arrest in
Scottsborro, Alabama. Actually, they did not do what had been accused
toward them. But, the jurors in the courtroom still gave guilty verdict. This
Scottsborro boys’ case is reflected to Tom Robinson’s case. Tom Robinson
also experiences the same case. He is accused of raping a white woman,
Mayella Ewell. But, the evidences that show Tom as the doer cannot be found.
Mr. Heck Tate’s explanation shows when Atticus asks some questions to him.
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“It was her right eye, I said.”
“No…” Atticus walked to the court reporter’s desk and bent down to
the furiously scribbling hand. It stopped, flipped back the shorthand
pad, and the court reporter said, “’Mr. Finch, I remember now she
was bunged up on that side of the face’”
Atticus looked up at Mr. Tate. “Which side again, Heck?”
“The right side, Mr. Finch, but she had more bruises—you wanta
hear about ‘em?”
Atticus seemed to be bordering on another question, but he thought
better of it and said, “Yes, what were her other injuries?” As Mr. Tate
answered, Atticus turned and looked at Tom Robinson as if to say
this was something they hadn’t bargained for.
“…her arms were bruised, and she showed me her neck. There were
definite finger marks on her gullet—”
“All around her throat? At the back of her neck?”
“I’d say they were all around, Mr. Finch.” (Lee: 225-226)
Mr. Heck Tate is the sheriff and he becomes the first responder. His
description of the scene and Mayella’s injuries and behavior, and her father’s
behavior, are very important. He testifies to finding her laying on the floor
beat up. When he asked who hurt her, she said Tom Robinson did it. He also
describes how he questioned Mayella, and what she said. The other proofs
which show that Tom Robinson is not guilty are from Mayella’s explanation.
Actually she wants to point Tom as the doer, but her explanation gives clear
clue that Tom is not guilty.
Mr. Heck Tate response become an important part of Atticus’s
defense; because he is establishing what side of the face Mayella was injured
on to prove that it was her father and not Tom Robinson. Mr. Heck Tate is
cooperative with Atticus and Mr. Gilmer.
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“Can you remember any other occasions?”
“No.”
“All right, now to what happened. You said Tom Robinson was
behind you in the room when you turned around, that right?”
…“That’s what I said.”
…“Do you remember him beating you about the face?”
Mayella was silent. She seemed to be trying to get something clear to
herself. I thought for a moment she was doing Mr. Heck Tate’s and
my trick of pretending there was a person in front of us. She glanced
at Mr. Gilmer.
“It’s an easy question, Miss Mayella, so I’ll try again. Do you
remember him beating you about the face? Atticus’s voice had lost
its comfortableness; he was speaking in his arid, detached
professional voice. “Do you remember him beating you about the
face?”
“No, I don’t recollect if he hit me. I mean yes I do, he hit me.” (Lee:
247-248)
Mayella’s explanations are not appropriate with the fact. She says
that Tom Robinson hits her from the back then beats her face and blacks her
right eye. But, when Atticus asks Tom Robinson to stand up, all of people in
the courtroom can look at him clearly that he is crippled. Therefore, every
person will understand Tom is impossible to do what Mayella said, because he
has abnormal hand.
Racial discrimination and racial prejudice were still common in
Alabama. Although Maycomb is a fictional city, it holds many similarities to
Scottsboro. Both were small Alabama towns in the 1930’s. As a child, Harper
Lee was constantly surrounded by news of this famous trial. The trials had a
big impact on her life, an impact which is reflected in her novel. That is the
reason why she write To Kill A Mockingbird. Tom Robinson’s case has some
similarities with nine Scottsborro boys. They are accused of raping white
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woman, but no evidence says that they have done it. They are also advocated
by white man who tries to solve their case. In the final trial, Scottsborro boys
win their case, but Tom Robinson does not.
Nevertheless, Black people cannot get fairness in the courtroom, a
place where people should get their right. Besides that, Rosa Park’s
experience is same with the condition of black people in Maycomb County.
Rosa Park and the other black riders in Montgomery bus are forbidden to have
front seats, because those places are for white people only. Black people have
their seat in the back place. But, she must stand up in the buss, because the
seat of black people is full. Even though, they see some empty seats in the
Whites’ place, they are forbidden to get it. Then, Rosa Park decides to sit
down in the white people’s seat, so it makes them angry because it is not place
for Blacks. They send Park to the police, and she is in jail for hours.
Consequently, it triggers black people to do civil right movement for
wiping inequality in society. Black people in Maycomb County also
experience segregation in their society. But, it is not in the buss. It happens in
the courtroom in Tom Robinson’s trial.
Reverend Sykes edged his way upstairs. In a few moments he was
back. “There’s not a seat downstairs. Do you all reckon it’ll be all
right if you all came to the balcony with me?”
“Gosh yes,” said Jem. Happily, we sped ahead of Reverend Sykes to
the courtroom floor. There, we went up a covered staircase and
waited at the door. Reverend Sykes came puffing behind us, and
steered us gently through to the black people in the balcony. Four
Negroes rose and gave us their front-row seats. The Colored balcony
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ran along three walls of the courtroom like a second-story veranda,
and from it we could see everything. (Lee: 219)
Also black people cannot walk together to the balcony in the
courtroom with white people.
The Negroes, having waited for the white people to upstairs, began to
come in. “Whoa now, just a minute,” said a club member, holding up
his walking stick. “Just don’t start up them there stairs yet awhile.”
(Lee: 218)
Rosa Park and black people in Maycomb County get the same
treatments in society. They must be separated from white people in every
public facility. Rosa Park cannot get seat in the bus because her skin color.
Black people in Maycomb County also cannot sit together in the same
balcony in the courtroom, because they have different skin color, so they must
be separated. They also must wait white people walk firstly to the balcony,
because they cannot walk together to the balcony. Therefore, black people are
the second number after white people in society.
In here, Harper Lee wants to tell the readers that what she writes in
her novel happen in the real life. There are many ironical stories which are
caused by prejudice. She talks to the readers that there are many unfair
treatments in society which are gotten by Afro-American because they are
created with black skin, the thing that cannot be refused by them. For the
illogical reasons and prejudices, white people do discrimination, segregation,
and oppression which all of them hurt every black person, their psychology
and physic.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
After analyzing Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird based on
sociology of literature focusing on racial prejudice that are described in the
novel, the causes of the racial prejudice revealed in the novel, the impacts of the
racial prejudice in the novel, racial prejudice in the novel reflect the real
condition of racial prejudice in Alabama, it can be concluded from the study as
follows.
There are two racial prejudice happening in To Kill a Mockingbird.
Most of people in society racial prejudice against family with different or bad
habit and against black people. From these descriptions, the researcher can
conclude that racial prejudice can happen to anybody in society.
Racial prejudice can emerge in Maycomb County, because Radley
family has uncommon habit for Maycomb society. They do not do what always
done by Maycomb people. Most of them also prejudge the descendant of family
with bad habit from their perspective. Most of white people in Maycomb
County extremely racial prejudice against black people. They think that black
people are lower than them in social status. Furthermore, feeling different
among people in Maycomb society will exist for long time, because there are
certain people who always suppose it to be problem in society. They keep it and
spread it as long as they can. Therefore, the researcher can take the root of
racial prejudice in Maycomb County is difference among people in society. In
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the other places, difference might not big problem that can cause social problem
in society. But, in Maycomb County, it is the root of racial prejudice in society
that can cause some new social problems. Differences among people in
Maycomb County grow up well, because it is inherited by the past generation to
the next generation. Therefore, To Kill a Mockingbird wants to show that
feeling different from others is inheritance from generation to generation. The
gulf of difference will be opened as long as some certain people try to make it
is opened wider.
The impacts of racial prejudice are can disturb the harmony of social
life. Racial prejudice can cause segregation in society that separates certain
group with the others especially between minority and majority. Majority often
segregates minority in society. Segregation means that certain people cannot
access toward public facilities as their right of citizenship. Black people cannot
use what white people use. Segregation hides equality of human being for
accepting the same right. In addition, racial prejudice also can emerge
discrimination in society. Prejudiced people can do discriminations toward
another people because their haphazard reasons. Thus, different people in
society cannot get similar treatments as the others. Racial prejudice can cause
someone oppresses the other people. It can support people to do intimidation
toward another people. Therefore, there will be violence, terrorism, and making
fun against the others.
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To Kill a Mockingbird becomes a mirror of racial prejudice condition
in Alabama. There are many real events happen in Alabama that become the
inspirations of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. There were unfair
treatment which was gotten by nine black boys in 1931 because they were
accused of raping two white women, although no evidence that prove them as
the defendant. This case is similar to Tom Robinson’s case. Also segregation
that was experienced by black people in To Kill a Mockingbird was not
different from what happen with the case of Rosa Park in 1951. They
experienced the same case. They were separated from white people’s place and
facilities. In addition, racial prejudice can happen to anybody everywhere and
every time. It can happen in society, because the major of people in society
cannot accept different things from the others. Yet, there is one common thing
that difference will always be in human’s life, because nobody is created
similar. Actually, difference does not make any trouble in society as long as no
one makes a problem out of it. People just need to be relieved toward difference
in society, and need to tolerate each other.
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APPENDIX I
THE PLOT SUMMARY OF To Kill a Mockingbird
Atticus Finch, an attorney, and his two children, Scout and Jem. As the
novel proceeds certain characters are linked with the three main characters to
form a dramatic story of events, attitudes, prejudices and values.
The novel is set is the quiet town of Maycomb; but the serenity is only
superficial. The town comprised of three communities: the white folk, the black
community, and the ‘white trash’. Outwardly there is peace among the three,
but underneath prevails a combination of hostility, racial prejudices, and
friendlessness.
Jem and Scout go to school together. On their way to school, they pass
the Radley house; it is a terrifying place to them, for it houses Boo Radley, who
has been labeled a lunatic. At the same time, their curiosity pushes them to try
out ways to make Boo come out of the house. Their overtures are, however,
suppressed by Atticus who does not want them to torment Boo.
The main plot of the novel revolves around the trial in which Atticus
defends Tom Robinson, a black, who has been accused of having molested a
white girl, Mayella Ewell. She is part of the ‘white-trash’ community. The
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children follow the case proceedings avidly and are inconsolable when their
father loses the case.
The case is lost simply because it was still impossible (despite
statutory laws protecting them) for a black man to attain victory over a white in
the South. This amply reveals the deeply ingrained racial prejudices still
prevalent among the white society which cannot give an equal status to a black.
The relation between the children and Boo Radley resurfaces at the
end, when it is Boo who saves them from imminent death at the hands of the
vicious Bob Ewell. It is ultimately revealed that Boo is not a lunatic, but a
simple-minded person with failing health and a childish attachment for Scout
and Tom.
The story of the mockingbird recited by Atticus is linked to the theme
of the novel. It is considered a sin to kill a mockingbird, since it is a harmless
bird which only sings to please others. Boo Radley and Tom Robinson are also
harmless people. By letting Tom die, the sin of killing a mockingbird has been
committed. But by not revealing the facts of Boo’s heroism in rescuing the
children, the sin is avoided, and Boo is left to his seclusion. Tom’s death is a
defeat of justice and an insult to humanity, and the readers can judge for
themselves how much of a sin it is.
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The maturing of Scout and Jim is portrayed as well as the exemplary
character of Atticus, who is without any racial prejudices or biased views. He is
a highly ethical character, who chooses to fight against the ‘old traditions’ of
his own community.
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APPENDIX II
THE DATA
1. The Prejudices in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird
No. Data/ Quotation Chapter/
Page
Classification
1.
2.
“Inside the house lived a malevolent phantom. People said
he existed, but Jem and I had never seen him. People said
he went out at night when the moon was down, and peeped
in window. When people’s azaleas froze in a cold snap, it
was because he had breathed on them. Any stealthy small
crimes committed in Maycomb were his work. Once the
town was terrorized by a series of morbid nocturnal events:
people’s chickens and household pets were found
mutilated; although the culprit was Crazy Addie, who
eventually drowned himself in Barker’s Eddy, people still
looked at The Radley Place unwilling to discard their initial
suspicions.”
“A Negro would not pass the Radley Place at night, he
would cut across to the sidewalk opposite and whistle as he
walked. The Maycomb school grounds adjoined the back
of the Radley lot; from the Radley chicken yard tall pecan
trees shook their fruit into schoolyard, but the nuts lay
untouched by the children: Radley pecans would kill you.
1/10
1/11
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
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3.
4.
5.
A baseball hit into the Radley yard was a lost ball and no
questions asked.”
““There goes the meanest man ever God blew breath into,”
murmured Calpurnia, and she spat meditatively into the
yard. We looked at her in surprise, for Calpurnia rarely
commented on the ways of white people.”
“So Jem received most of his information from Miss
Stephanie Crawford, a neighborhood scold, who said she
knew the whole thing. According to Miss Stephanie, Boo
was sitting in the livingroom cutting some items from The
Maycomb Tribune to paste in his scrapbook. His father
entered the room. As Mr. Radley passed by, Boo drove the
scissors into his parent’s leg, pulled them out, wiped them
on his pants, and resumed his activities. Mrs. Radley ran
screaming into the street that Arthur was killing them all,
but when the sheriff arrived he found Boo still sitting in the
livingroom, cutting up the Tribune. He was thrirty-three
years old then”.
“Miss Stephanie Crawford said she woke up in the middle
of the night one time and saw him looking straight through
the window at her… said his head was like a skull lookin’
at her”.
1/15
1/13
1/16
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
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6.
7.
8.
“Arthur Radley just stays in the house, that’s all,” said Miss
Maudie. “Wouldn’t you stay in the house if you didn’t want
to come out?”
“Yessum, but I’d wanta come out. Why doesn’t he?” Miss
Maudie’s eyes narrowed.”You know that story as well as I
do.”
“I never heard why, though. Nobody ever told me why.”
Miss Maudie settled her bridgework. ”You know old Mr.
Radley was a foot-washing Baptist—”
…….“Foot-washers believe anything that’s pleasure is a
sin.”
“That is three-fourths colored folks and one-fourth
Stephanie Crawford,” said Miss Maudie grimly. “Stephanie
Crawford even told me once she woke up in the middle of
the night and found him looking in the window at her. I
said what did you do, Stephanie, move over in the bed and
make room for him? That shut her up a while.”
”No, child,” she said, “that is a sad house. I remember Arthur
Radley when he was a boy. He always spoke nicely to me,
no matter what folks said he did. Spoke as nicely as he knew
how.”
5/58
5/60
5/61
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
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9.
10.
“Jem waved my words away as if fanning gnats. He was
silent fro a while, then he said, ”When I went back for my
breeches—they were all in a tangle when I was gettin’ out
of ‘em, I couldn’t get ‘em loose. When I went back—” jem
took a deep breath. “When I went back, they were folded
across the fence…like they were expectin’ me.”
“Across—”
“And something else—”Jem’s voice was flat. “Show you
when we get home. They’d been sewed up. Not like a lady
sewed ‘em, like somethin’ I’d try to do. All crooked. It’s
almost like—”
“—somebody knew you were comin’ back for ‘em.”
“Jem shuddered. “Like somebody was readin’ my mind… like
somebody could tell what I was gonna do. Can’t anybody tell
what I’m gonna do lest they know me, can they, Scout?”
“Jem’s question was an appeal. I reassured him: “Can’t
anybody tell what you’re gonna do lest they live in the
house with you, and even I can’t tell sometimes.”
”Somebody was staggerin’ around and pantin’ and—
coughing fit to die. I thought it was Jem at first, but it
didn’t sound like him, so I went lookin’ for Jem on the
ground. I thought Atticus had come to help us and had got
wore out—”
“Who was it?”
“Why there he is, Mr. Tate, he can tell you his name.”
“As I said, I half pointed to the man in the corner, but
7/78
29/262
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
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11.
12.
brought my arm down quickly lest Atticus reprimand me
for pointing. It was impolite to point.”
…………..
“When I pointed to him his palms slipped slightly, leaving
greasy sweat streaks on the wall, and hooked his thumb in
his belt. A strange small spasm shook him, as if he heard
fingernails scrape slate, but as I gazed at him in wonder
tension slowly drained from his face. His lips parted into a
timid smile, and our neighbor’s image blurred with my
sudden tears”.
“Hey, Boo,” I said.”
“Did you forget your lunch this morning?” asked Miss
Caroline“
Yeb’m,” he finally mumbled.
Miss Caroline went to her desk and opened her purse.
“Here’s a quarter,” she said to Walter. “Go and eat
downtown today. You can pay me back tomorrow.”
Walter shook his head. “Nome thank you ma’am,” he
drawled softly.
“The Cunningham never took anything they can’t pay back-
no church basket and no scrip stamps. They never took
anything off of anybody, they get along on what they have.
They don’t have much, but they get along on it.”
2/25
2/26
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
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13.
14.
15.
“She took off her glasses and stared at me. “I’ll tell you
why,” she said. “Because - he - is - trash, that’s why you
can’t play with him. I’ll not have you around him, picking
up his habits and learning Lord-knows-what. You’re enough
of a problem to your father as it is””
“Don’t be silly, Jean Louise,” said Aunt Alexandra, “The
thing is, you can scrub Walter Cunningham till he shines,
you can put him in shoes and a new suit, but he’ll never be
like Jem. Besides, there’s a drinking streak in that family a
mile wide. Finch women are’t interested in that sort of
people.”
Mr. Tate said, “Oh yes, that’d make it her right. It was her
right eye, Mr. Finch. I remember now, she was bunged up
on that side of her face…”
…..”Sheriff, please repeat what you said.” “It was her right
eye, I said.”
“No…”Atticus walked to the court reporter’s desk and bent
down to the furiously scribbling hand. It stopped, flipped
back the shorthand pad, and the court reporter said, “Mr.
Finch. I remember now she was bunged up on that side of
the face.”
Atticus looked up at Mr. Tate.”Which side again Heck?”
“The right side, Mr. Finch, but she had more bruises—you
wanta hear about ‘em?”
23/301
23/299-
300
17/225
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against other Family
Prejudice against black people
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16.
17.
18.
‘“Would you write your name for us?” he asked. “Clearly
now, so the jury can see you do it.”
…”What’s so interestin’?” he asked
“You’re left-handed, Mr. Ewell,” said Judge Taylor.
“Mr. Gilmer asked him one more question. “About your
writing with your left hand, are ambidextrous, Mr. Ewell?”
“I most positively am not, I can use one hand good as the
other. One hand good as the other,” he added, glaring at the
defense table.”
“I didn’t think so: Atticus was trying to show, it seemed to
me, that Mr. Ewell could have beaten up Mayella. That much
I could follow. If her right eye was blacked and she was
beaten mostly on the right of the face, it would tend to show
that a left-handed person did it. Sherlock Holmes and Jem
Finch would agree. But Tom Robinson could easily be left-
handed too. Like Mr. Heck Tate, I imagined a a person
facing me, went through a swift mental pantomime, and
concluded that he might have held her with his right hand
and pounded her with his left. I looked down at him. His
back was to us, but I could see his shoulders and bull-thick
neck. He could easily have done it….”
17/237
17/238
17/238
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
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19.
20.
”That’s fine,” said Atticus. “There’re only a few more.
Miss Mayella, not to be tedious, you’ve testified that the
defendant hit you, grabbed you around the neck choked
you, and took advantage of you. I want you to be sure you
have the right man. Will you identify the man who raped
you?”
“I will, that’s him right yonder.”
Atticus turned to the defendant. “Tom, stand up. Let Miss
Mayella have a good long look at you. Is this the man, Miss
Mayella?”
Tom Robinson’s powerful shoulders rippled under his thin
shirt. He rose to his feet and stood with his right hand on
the back of his chair. He looked oddly off balance, but it
was not from the way he was standing. His left arm was
fully twelve inches shorter than his right, and hung dead at
his side. It ended in a small shriveled that it was no use to
him.
Atticus said,”Is this the man who rapped you?” “It most
certainly is.”
Atticus’s next question was one word long.”How?”
Mayella was raging. “I don’t know how he done it, but he
done it—I said it all happened so fast I—”
18/248
18/249
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
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21.
22.
23.
24.
“I got somethin’ to say an’ then I ain’t gonna say no more.
That nigger yonder took advantage of me ‘an if you fine
fancy gentlemen don’t wanta do nothin’ about it then
you’re all yellow stinkin’ cowards, stinkin’ cowards, the lot
of you. Your fancy airs don’t come to nothin’—your
ma’amin’ and Miss Mayellarin’ don’t come to nothin’, Mr.
Finch— ”
“I shut my eyes. Judge Taylor was polling the jury:
“Guilty… guilty… guilty… guilty…”I peeked at Jem: his
hands were white from gripping the balcony rail, and his
shoulders jerked as if each “guilty” was a separate stab
between them.”
…”Your father’s no better than the niggers and trash he
works for!”
”I don’t think it’s a good habit, Atticus. It encourages them.
You know how they talk among themselves. Everything
that happens in this town’s out to the Quarters before
sundown.”
18/251
21/282
11/135
15/210
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
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25.
26.
“And so a quite, respectable, humble Negro who had the
unmitigated temerity to ‘feel sorry’ for a white woman has
had to put his word against two white people’s. I need not
remind you of their appearance and conduct on the stand—
you saw them for yourselves. The witnesses for the state,
with the exception of the sheriff of Maycomb County, have
presented themselves to you gentlemen, to this court, in the
cynical confidence that their testimony would not be
doubted, confident that you gentlemen would go along with
them on the assumption—the evil assumption—that all
Negroes lie, that all Negroes are basically immoral beings,
that all Negro men are not to be trusted around our women,
an assumption one associates with minds of their caliber.”
“….I knowed who it was, all right, lived down yonder in
that nigger-nest, passed the house every day. Jedge, I’ve
asked this county for fifteen years to clean out that nest
down yonder, they’re dangerous to live around ‘sides
devaluin’my property—”
20/273
17/234
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
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27.
28.
“Maycomb was interested by the news of Tom’s death for
perhaps two days: two days was enough the information to
spread through the county. ”Did you hear about?... No?
Well, they say he was runnin’ fit to beat lightin’…” To
Maycomb, Tom’s death was typical. Typical of a nigger to
cut and run. Typical of a nigger’s mentality to have no plan,
no thought for the future, just run blind first chance he saw.
Funny thing, Atticus Finch might’ve got him off scot free,
but wait—? Hell no. you know how they are. Easy come,
easy go. Just shows you, that Robinson boy was legally
married, they say he kept himself clean, went to church and
all that, but when it comes down, to the line the veneer’s
mighty thin. Nigger always comes out in ‘em.”
”Cal, I know Tom Robinson’s in jail an’ he’s done
somethin’ awful, but why won’t folks hire Helen?” I asked.
Calpurnia, in her navy voile dress and tub of a hat, walked
between Jem and me. “It’s because of what folks say Tom’s
done,” she said. “Folks aren’t anxious to—to have anything
to do with any of his family.”
25/322
12/164
Prejudice against black people
Prejudice against black people
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2. The Causes of Prejudices in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird
No. Data/ Quotation Chapter/
Page
Classification
29.
30.
The misery of that house began many years before Jem and
I were born. The Radleys, welcome anywhere in town, kept
to themselves, a predilection unforgivable in Maycomb.
They did not go to church, Maycomb principal recreation,
but worshiped at home; Mrs. Radley seldom if ever crossed
the street for a mid-morning coffee break with her
neighbors, and certainly never joined missionary circle...
So Jem received most of his information from Miss
Stephanie Crawford, a neighborhood scold, who said she
knew the whole thing. According to Miss Stephanie, Boo
was sitting in the livingroom cutting some items from The
Maycomb Tribune to paste in his scrapbook. His father
entered the room. As Mr. Radley passed by, Boo drove the
scissors into his parent’s leg, pulled them out, wiped them
on his pants, and resumed his activities.
1/11
1/13
Difference in Custom
Difference in Custom
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31.
32.
According to neighborhood legend, when the younger
Radley boy was in his teens he became acquainted with
some of the Cunninghams from Old Sarum, an enormous
and confusing tribe domiciled in the northern part of the
county, and they formed the nearest thing to a gang ever
see in Maycomb. They did little, but enough to be
discussed by the town and publicly warned from three
pulpits: they hung around the barbershop; they rode the bus
to Abbotsville on Sundays and went to the picture show;
they attended dances at the county’s riverside gambling
hell, the Dew-Drop Inn & Fishing Camp; they
experimented with stumphole whiskey. Nobody in
Maycomb had nerve enough to tell Mr. Radley that his boy
was in with the wrong crowd.
“Do you think they’re true, all those things they say about
B—Mr. Arthur?”
“What things?”
I told her.
“That is three-fourths colored folks and one-fourth Stephanie
Crawford,” said Miss Maudie grimly. “Stephanie Crawford
even told me once she woke up in the middle of the night and
found him looking in the window at her. I said what did you
do, Stephanie, move over in the bed and make room for him?
That shut her up a while.”
1/12
5/60
Difference in Custom
Difference in Custom
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33.
34.
”You know rape’s a capital offense in Alabama,” said
Atticus.
“Yessir, but the jury didn’t have to give him death—if they
wanted to they could’ve gave him twenty years.”
“Given,” said Atticus. “Tom Robinson’s a colored man,
Jem. No jury in this part of the world’s going to say,’We
think you’re guilty, but not very,’ on a charge like that. It
was either a straight acquittal or nothing.”
“No, the answer is she knows I know she tries. That’s what
makes the difference. What bothers me is that she and Jem
will have to absorb some ugly things pretty soon. I’m not
worried about Jem keeping his head, but Scout’d just as
soon jump on someone as look at him if her pride’s at
stake....”
I waited for Uncle Jack to break his promise. He still
didn’t.
“Atticus, how bad is this going to be? You haven’t had too
much chance to discuss it.”
“It couldn’t be worse, Jack. The only thing we’ve got is a
black man’s word against the Ewells’”
23/293-
294
9/116
Difference in Race
Difference in Race
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35. “…movin’ him to the county jail tomorrow,” Mr. Tate was
saying, “I don’t look for any trouble, but I can’t guarantee
there won’t be any…”
“Don’t be foolish, Heck,” Atticus said. “This is
Maycomb.”
“…said I was just uneasy.”
“Heck, we’ve gottenone postponement of this case just to
make sure there’s nothing to be uneasy about. This is
Saturday,” Atticus said. “Trial’ll probably be Monday. You
can keep him one night, can’t you? I don’t think anybody
in Maycomb’ll begrudge me a client, with times this hard.”
There was a murmur of glee that died suddenly when Mr.
Link Deas said, “Nobody around here’s up to anything, it’s
that Old Sarum bunch I’m worried about…can’t you get
a—what is it, Heck?”
“Change of venue,” said Mr. Tate. “Not much point in that,
now is it?”
Atticus said something inaudible. I turned to Jem, who
waved me to silence.
“—besides,” Atticus was saying, “you’re not scared of that
crowd, are you? ”
“…know how they do when they get shinnied up.”
“They don’t usually drink on Sunday, they go to church
most of the day…” Atticus said.
“This is a special occasion, though…” someone said.
15/194 Difference in Race
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36.
37.
38.
… “—don’t see why you touched it in the first place,” Mr.
Link Deas was saying. “You’ve got everything to lose from
this, Atticus. I mean everything.”
… “Link, that boy might go to the chair, but he’s not going
till the truth’s told.” Atticus’s voice was even. “And you
know what the truth is.”
“…you’ve got to do something about her,” Aunty was
saying. “You’ve let things go on too long, Atticus, too
long.”
“I don’t see any harm in letting her go out there. Cal’d look
after her there as well as she does here.”
… “Atticus, it’s all right to be soft-hearted, you’re an easy
man, but you have a daughter to think of. A daughter who’s
growing up.”
“That’s what I am thinking of.”
“And don’t try to get around it. You’ve got to face it sooner
or later and it might as well be tonight. We don’t need her
now.”
“Sin and squalor—what was that, Gertrude?” Mrs.
Merriweather turned on her chimes for the lady sitting
beside her. “Oh that. Well, I always say forgive and forget,
forgive and forget. Thing that church ought to do is help
her lead a Christian life for those children from here on out.
15/195
14/182
24/309-
310
Difference in Race
Difference in Race
Difference in Race
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39.
.
Some of the men ought to go out there and tell that
preacher to encourage her.”
“Excuse me, Mrs. Merriweather,” I interrupted, “are you
all talking about Mayella Ewell?”
“May—? No, child. That darky’s wife. Tom’s wife, Tom—
”
“Robinson, ma’am.”
Mrs. Merriweather turned back to her neighbor. “There’s
one thing I truly believe, Gertrude,” she continued, “but
some people just don’t see it my way. If we just let them
know we forgive ‘em, that we’ve forgotten it, then this
whole thing’ll blow over.”
“Yes indeed, what has this world come to when a Finch
goes against his raising? I’ll tell you!” She put her hand to
her mouth. When she drew it away, it trailed a long silver
thread of saliva. “Your father’s no better than the niggers
and trash he works for!”
11/135 Difference in Race
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3. The Impacts of Prejudice in Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird
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Classification
40.
41.
42.
”Why’s he sittin’ with the colored folks?”
“Always does. He likes ‘em better’n he likes us, I reckon.
Lives by himself way down near the county line.” (16.214)
”Jem,” I asked, “what’s a mixed child?”
“Half white, half colored. You’ve seen ‘em, Scout. You
know that red-kinky-headed one that delivers for the
drugstore. He’s half white. They’re really sad.”
“Sad, how come?”
“They don’t belong anywhere. Colored folks won’t have
‘em because they’re half white; white folks won’t have ‘em
‘cause they’re colored, so they’re just in-betweens, don’t
belong anywhere… ”
“What was one Negro, more or less, among two hundred of
‘em?”
16/214
16/215
24/315
Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
”You all were coming back from Calpurnia’s church that
Sunday?”
Jem said, “Yessum, she took us.”
I remembered something.”Yessum, and she promised me I
could come out to her house some afternoon. Atticus, I’ll
go next Sunday if it’s all right, can I? Cal said she’d come
get me if you were off in the car.”
“You may not.”
Aunt Alexandra said it…”
“I wants to know why you bringin’ white chillum to nigger
church.”
“You ain’t got no business bringin’ white chillun here—
they got their church, we got our’n. It is our church, ai’t it,
Miss Cal?”
“The Negroes, having waited for the white people to
upstairs, began to come in”.
“There’s not a seat downstairs.”
“The Colored balcony ran along three walls of the
courtroom like a second-story veranda, and from it could
see everything”
“Reverend Skyes came puffing behind us, and steered us
14/181
12/158
16/218
16/219
16/219
16/219
Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
113
49.
50.
51.
52.
gently through the black people in the balcony. Four
Negroes rose and gave us their front-row seats.”
“…I knowed who it was, all right, lived down yonder in
that nigger-nest, passed the house every day…”
“Calpurnia laughed. “Wouldn’t do any good,” she said.
“They can’t read.”
“Can’t read?” I asked. “All those folks?”
“That’s right,” Calpurnia nodded. “Can’t but about four
folks in First Purchase read…I’m one of ‘em.”
“Where’d you go to school, Cal?” asked Jem.
“Nowhere. Let’s see now, who taught me my letters? It
was Miss Maudie Atkinson’s aunt, old Miss Buford—””
“Jem smiled. “He’s not supposed to lean, Reverend, but
don’t fret, we’ve won it, “he said wisely.”Don’t see how
any jury could convict on what we heard—”
“Now don’t you be confident, Mr. Jem, I ain’t ever seen
any jury decide in favor of colored man over a white
man….”
“Yessir, but the jury didn’t have to give him death—if they
wanted to they couldn’ve gave him twenty years.
“Given,” said Atticus. “Tom Robinson’s a colored man,
Jem. No jury in this part of the world’s going to say, ‘We
think you’re guilty, but not very,’on a charge like that. It
was either a straight acquittal or nothing.”
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“There’s something in our world that makes men lose their
heads—they couldn’t be fair if they tried. In our courts,
when it’s a white man’s word against a black man’s, the
white man always wins. They’re ugly, but those are the
facts of life”.
“I told him what I thought, but I couldn’t in truth say that
we had more than a good chance. I guess Tom was tired of
white men’s chances and preferred to take his own…”
“My folks said your daddy was a disgrace an’ that nigger
oughta hang the water-tank!”
“Lemme tell you somethin’ now, Billy,” a third said, “You
know the court appointed him to defend this nigger.”
“Yeah, but Atticus aims to defend him. That’s what I don’t
like about it.”
“…I tell you there are some good but misguided people in
this town. Good, but misguided. Folks in this town who
think they’re doing right, I mean. Now far be it from me to
say who, but some of ‘em in this town thought they were
doing the right thing a while back, but all they did was stir’
em up. That’s all they did.”
“In ones and twos, men got out of the cars. Shadows
became substance as lights revealed solid shapes moving
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toward the jail door. Atticus remained where he was. The
men hid him from view.
“He in there, Mr. Finch?” a man said.
“He is,” we heard Atticus answer, “and he’s asleep. Don’t
wake him up.”
“…You know what we want,” another man said. “Get aside
from the door, Mr. Finch.”
“…this morning Mr. Bob Ewell stopped Atticus on the post
office corner, spat in his face, and told him he’d get him if
it took the rest of his life”.
“…I tell you if my Sophy’d kept it up another day I’d have
let her go. It’s never entered that wool of hers that the only
reason I keep her is because this depression’s on and she
needs her dollar and a quarter every week she can get it.”
“The first thing was that Mr. Bob Ewell acquired and lost a
job in a matter of days and probably made himself unique
in the annals of the nineteen- thirties…”
Something had been made plain to Atticus also, and it
brought him to his feet. “Sheriff, please repeat what you
said.”
“It was her right eye, I said.”
“No…” Atticus walked to the court reporter’s desk and
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bent down to the furiously scribbling hand. It stopped,
flipped back the shorthand pad, and the court reporter said,
“’Mr. Finch, I remember now she was bunged up on that
side of the face’”
Atticus looked up at Mr. Tate. “Which side again, Heck?”
“The right side, Mr. Finch, but she had more bruises—you
wanta hear about ‘em?”
Atticus seemed to be bordering on another question, but he
thought better of it and said, “Yes, what were her other
injuries?” As Mr. Tate answered, Atticus turned and looked
at Tom Robinson as if to say this was something they
hadn’t bargained for.
“…her arms were bruised, and she showed me her neck.
There were definite finger marks on her gullet—”
“All around her throat? At the back of her neck?”
“I’d say they were all around, Mr. Finch.”
“Can you remember any other occasions?”
“No.”
“All right, now to what happened. You said Tom Robinson
was behind you in the room when you turned around, that
right?”
…“That’s what I said.”
“Do you remember him beating you about the face?” The
witness hesitated.
“You seem sure enough that he choked you. All this time
you were fighting back, remember? You ‘kicked and
hollered as loud as you could.’ Do you remember him
18/247-
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beating you about the face?”
Mayella was silent. She seemed to be trying to get
something clear to herself. I thought for a moment she was
doing Mr. Heck Tate’s and my trick of pretending there
was a person in front of us. She glanced at Mr. Gilmer.
“It’s an easy question, Miss Mayella, so I’ll try again. Do
you remember him beating you about the face? Atticus’s
voice had lost its comfortableness; he was speaking in his
arid, detached professional voice. “Do you remember him
beating you about the face?”
“No, I don’t recollect if he hit me. I mean yes I do, he hit
me.”
……….
“That’s fine,” said Atticus. “There’re only a few more.
Miss Mayella, not to be tedious, you’ve testified that the
defendant hit you, grabbed you around the neck, choked
you, and took advantage of you. I want you to be sure you
have the right man. Will you identify the man who raped
you?”
“I will, that’s him right yonder.”
Atticus turned to the defendant. “Tom, stand up. Let Miss
Mayella have a good long look at you. Is this the man,
Miss Mayella?”
Tom Robinson’s powerful shoulders rippled under his thin
shirt. He rose to his feet and stood with his right hand on
the back of his chair. He looked oddly off balance, but it
was not from the way he was standing. His left arm was
fully twelve inches shorter than his right, and hung dead at
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his side. It ended in a small shriveled hand, and from as far
away as the balcony I could see that it was no use to him.
Reverend Sykes edged his way upstairs. In a few moments
he was back. “There’s not a seat downstairs. Do you all
reckon it’ll be all right if you all came to the balcony with
me?”
“Gosh yes,” said Jem. Happily, we sped ahead of Reverend
Sykes to the courtroom floor. There, we went up a covered
staircase and waited at the door. Reverend Sykes came
puffing behind us, and steered us gently through to the
black people in the balcony. Four Negroes rose and gave us
their front-row seats. The Colored balcony ran along three
walls of the courtroom like a second-story veranda, and
from it we could see everything.
The Negroes, having waited for the white people to
upstairs, began to come in. “Whoa now, just a minute,”
said a club member, holding up his walking stick. “Just
don’t start up them there stairs yet awhile.”
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